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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This handbook mainly focuses on European Union regulation and project
partners’ national regulation, guidelines and best practices concerning
technical aspects of environmental noise management applications,
consisting in procedures to be applied in order to carry out industrial and
environmental noise measurements, including those to be performed in
case of temporary activities. Learning skills concerning procedures for noise
measurements are also important, together with practical experiences, to
become able to draw up noise assessment reports. The learning skills
requested in all project partner countries are analyzed.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

World Health Organization (WHO) noticed that environmental noise
pollution is assessed as the second most hazard environmental type of
pollution after air pollution especially in densely populated urban areas [1].
This is further substantiated by a report from the European Environment
Agency (Noise in Europe 2014, EEA Report No 10/2014), stating that
exposure to excessive noise results in 8 million EU citizens suffering from
sleep disturbance, over 900 000 cases of hypertension and at least 43 000
hospitalizations per year, causing – at least – 10.000 premature deaths in
Europe per year (2). Moreover, EU Environment Action Program to 2020,
'Living well, within the limits of our planet', committed to significantly
decrease noise pollution in the Union, moving closer to levels
recommended by the WHO, by 2020 (3).
One of the key legislative instruments for achieving this aim is EC
Environmental Noise Directive (END) 2002/49/EC, relating to assessment
and management of environmental noise (4), which was already
harmonized to Turkish national legislation as the full candidate country of
EU (5). EC Report on the Refit Evaluation of END published at the end of
2016 highlighted the variances across Europe in terms of implementation of
national strategies for environmental noise management and with that there
is inevitably considerable variance in the quality of “lived experience“ of the
public administrations who are responsible for the applications of this
directive (6). Therefore, European variances in terms of noise management
practice and in approaches to the training are such that there is a need for
greater knowledge and practice exchange with using the innovative
developments so that our collective practice is enhanced. This is the
primary focus of Noise Training Project (NTP) and also this is the main
reason why this project should be carried out transnationally. There is no
doubt that environmental noise has been increasing day by day and this
leads to a serious health problem. Therefore, environmental noise
management is needed to be applied by the qualified staff using innovative
ways.
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When considering the noise policy instruments including the legislative,
economic and communicative way, it is seen that the policy applications
mostly rely on legislative instruments (7) Although, there are intensive
control strategies based on legislations related to environmental noise and
legal punishments (as economic way) to the facilities, the public noise
complaints have been still increasing. Hence, it is required to increase the
capability of staff on the use of communicative instruments of noise
management. With NTP, it is aimed to improve the skills and practices of
staff working on environmental noise management using innovative
methods through the well-developed project partners on these issues.
Moreover, it is aimed to develop the sharing of good practices on noise
management in audits between European countries to provide the high
acoustic quality of urban cities.
To sum up, European variances in terms of environmental noise
management applications in audits and in approaches to the training in
project partner countries Italy, Spain and Turkey are introduced in this
handbook by contributing the each of the project partners.
2.

HANDBOOK CONTENTS

This handbook focuses on the best practices concerning technical aspects
of environmental noise management applications, consisting in procedures
to be applied in order to carry out industrial and environmental noise
measurements, including those to be performed in case of temporary
activities. In particular, the handbook consists of the following main parts:
●
Requirements for “expert in acoustics” for each project partner
country.
●
Noise measurement techniques.
●
Noise measurements procedures for different sources.
●
Practical guide to perform noise measurements in example cases.
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REQUIREMENTS
The profession of acoustician can be practiced only
after registering in the professional register of
«Technicians expert on acoustics»,
Actually managed by the Ministry of Environment.
In this register may be entered those with a technical or scientific
bachelor's or master's degree, and at least one of the following
requirements:
a) having successfully passed the final examination of a
university master with a module of at least 12 credits on
acoustics, including at least 3 acoustics laboratories
b) having successfully passed the final examination of a specific
course on acoustics for “Technician expert on acoustics”.
c) have obtained at least 12 university credits on acoustics,
including at least 3 of acoustics laboratories, issued by exams
related to courses whose program is included among those of
the next slide;
d) have obtained the title of PhD, with a doctoral thesis on
environmental acoustics.
Those who possess requisites, which can be assessed as
equivalent, acquired in another Member State of the European
Union, can be enrolled in the same name list.
Specifications of the course for “experts in acoustics”
indicated in point b):
Only those with a technical degree (engineering, architecture,
etc.) can access this course.
The courses are held by universities, institutes or research
institutes, registers, colleges and professional orders.
For the purposes of validity for the recognition of the qualification
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as a competent acoustical technician, the course must respect
the following requirements:
a) the duration of the course cannot be less than 180 hours, of
which at least 60 of practical exercises;
b) the courses are recognized by the region in which they are
organized and are valid throughout the country.
c) the minimum contents of the course must correspond to those
indicated in the following list:
−
Fundamentals of acoustics
−
Sound propagation and room acoustics
−
Procedures for noise measurements
−
National / Regional / Municipal regulations
−
Road traffic noise
−
Aircraft and harbour noise
−
European Union regulations and directives
−
Building acoustics
−
Criteria for planning, mitigate and control of noise
emissions
−
Noise and vibration in working places
−
Legal acoustics
−
Training on the use of sound level meters and relative
software
−
Training on the use of building acoustics software
−
Training on the use of noise propagation software
Professional update
Technician expert on acoustics, within 5 years from the date of
publication in the list and for each subsequent five-year period,
must participate in refresher courses for a total duration of at
least 30 hours, spread over at least three years.
Control:
The suitability of the educational qualifications and professional
requisites is verified by the regions.
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There are no specific training requirements for carrying out work
related to the management or measurement of environmental
noise in Spain. It is not necessary to have taken any type of
specialized course, nor previous training requirements of any
kind. The general requirement is stablished a state level by the
Royal Decree 1367.
Royal Decree 1367/2007, of October 19, by which Law
37/2003, of November 17, on Noise, is developed regarding
the acoustic zoning, quality objectives and acoustic
emissions.
Article 31. Entities carrying out the evaluation.
In order to ensure that the results obtained in the noise
assessment processes are homogeneous and comparable, the
competent authorities shall ensure that the bodies responsible for
carrying out such assessments have the adequate technical
capacity. They shall also ensure the implementation of control
systems to ensure the correct application of the evaluation
methods and procedures established in this royal decree for the
performance of acoustic evaluations.
Each region has the competences to define how to implement
this general purpose requirement, although not all of them have
decided to define specific criteria.
For instance, Andalucía defines “competent technical staff” as a
person who has academic qualifications or sufficient professional
experience to carry out acoustic studies and tests, as well as to
issue certificates of compliance with quality standards and noise
prevention. It is considered experience working in the field of
noise pollution for more than five years and having carried out a
minimum of twenty studies and tests.
Acoustic measurements may be carried out by competent
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technical personnel, provided that they are carried out within the
framework of a quality assurance system in accordance with the
standard UNE-EN ISO/IEC 17025:2005 General requirements for
the competence of testing and calibration laboratories. Although
it is not essential that the laboratories that perform
measurements are accredited by the National Accreditation Body
(ENAC), the requirements they must meet are essentially the
same. The management requirements are very similar to those
indicated in the UNE-EN ISO 9001:2008 standard (document
control system, from offers to reports, supplier evaluation,
periodic audits, and establishing policies of continuous
improvement). Technical requirements, in addition to those
related to testing methods, equipment, sampling and data
analysis, and data quality assurance, include training
requirements for personnel. The laboratory must have trained
and experienced personnel who are properly supervised during
their qualification and who must be retrained to maintain it.
Nevertheless, the training criteria do not explicitly mention any
type of academic level or qualifications, nor do they refer to
specific training courses or contents. The training requirements
are therefore defined by each laboratory and are evaluated by a
technical auditor by ENAC.
In other regions, similar requirements are established for bodies
responsible for noise measurements. In Valencia or Castilla y
León, ENAC is the accreditation body, while in Catalonia, they
have a specific body in charge of accreditation.
Besides these regulatory requirements, or the lack of any in
several regions, the National Institute of Qualifications officially
defined en 2010 a qualification named “Control of noise,
vibrations and acoustic insulation”, the main characteristics of
which are defined below:
●
This qualification lies with the professional branch of
Safety and Environment. The level associated with this
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qualification within the scope of the European Qualification
Framework (EQF) is 5, which is related to a Higher nonuniversity studies (higher national diploma).
●
This qualification is defined on the basis of three different
skill units:
a.
UC1617_3: Perform first level maintenance of acoustic
measurement instruments, and participate in the planning of the
tests. This a basic skill unit for the qualification of a technical
assistant that will be in charge of the preparation and
maintenance of instruments, and basic data collection.
b.
UC1618_3: Carry out preliminary operations and data
collection of noise and vibrations, collaborating within the
production of reports and noise maps. This skill unit is closely
related to the execution of environmental noise measurements.
c.
UC1619_3: To carry out the previous operations and
data collection for the determination of the acoustic isolation,
collaborating in the accomplishment of predictive studies of
acoustic insulation. This skill unit is closely related to the
execution of building acoustics measurements.
●
Absolutely linked to the skill units of the previous point,
three training modules are defined: a) Module 1 (60 hours).
Planning and maintenance of acoustic instruments; b) Module 2
(150 hours). Noise and vibration tests and reports; c) Module 3
(150 hours). Acoustic insulation tests and reports.
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Training Courses
In Turkey, the requirements of expertise in acoustics are
depended on which studies to be carried on in the scope of
RAMEN. The main works consist of preparing strategic noise
maps, strategic action plans, environmental noise measurements
for preparing the acoustic reports for industrial plants or
environmental noise level assessment reports for the facilities,
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enterprises or entertainment places etc. In order to provide such
works, technical staff should take training courses depending on
which type of works they will do.
They should take the training course given by the institution
which has protocol under certain circumstances defined by the
Ministry. There are mainly 6 different certificate/training programs
as listed below;
A1: Basic Acoustic Training and Noise Measurements
(max. 15 hours)
A2: Engineering Acoustic (includes noise measurements
and preparation of noise assessment reports) (max. 30 hours)
B1: Noise Report and Noise Mapping for Industrial
Plants (max. 36 hours)
B2: Noise Report and Noise Mapping for Transportation
Sector (max 30 hours)
C1: Building Acoustics (max. 30 hours)
C2: Noise Action Planning (max. 40 hours)
Requirements for giving training course on certificate
programs
University lecturers who have conducted theoretical or practical
work and those who have completed postgraduate and doctoral
programs in topics of expertise announced by the Ministry shall
be considered to have the level of expertise to conduct the works
specified under the first paragraph.
The institutions to give the training course certificates should
have a protocol with the Ministry. The protocol includes also the
qualifications of the trainers. Trainers should have the
prerequisites as follows;
He/she has a PhD. on acoustic and vibration and he/she is still
working on this field.
He/she
has
applicable
studies
on
noise
measurements/insulation/noise mitigation.
He/she is capable of using environmental noise measurement
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device and of using the computational methods on this.
1.2 Principles and criteria regarding expertise
1.2.1 Requirements for preparing an acoustic report
●
Those who will prepare the acoustic reports which
include both noise measurement and noise mapping and the
plants specified in this By-Law for businesses and installations
included in Annex-1 and Annex-2 to the By-Law on Permits and
Licenses Foreseen by the Environmental Law shall be graduates
of engineering, architecture and science faculties of universities
and
●
They should have the level of expertise to conduct these
works. Technical staff should have a certificate of A2, B1 or B2.
●
The laboratory carrying on these shall be shall have prequalification/competency certificate to be obtained from the
Ministry according to measurement and calculation standards
specified for the businesses as TS ISO 9613-2, TS ISO 8297, TS
EN ISO 3744, TS EN ISO 3746, TS ISO 1996-2 and TS 9315
(ISO 1996-1).
●
1.2.2 Requirements for preparing environmental noise level
assessment report or making background noise level
measurements and assessments
●
Those who will prepare the environmental noise level
assessment report for businesses and installations, factories,
facilities, enterprise, entertainment venues etc. not included in
Annex-1 and Annex-2 to the By-Law on Permits and Licenses
Foreseen by the Environmental Law shall be graduates of
engineering, architecture and science faculties of universities and
have the level of expertise to conduct these works.
●
Those who will make an assessment regarding the
environmental noise and who will perform background noise level
measurements during Environmental Impact Assessment
process, shall be graduates of engineering, architecture and
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science faculties of universities and have the level of expertise to
conduct these works.
●
They should have the level of expertise to conduct these
works. Technical staff should have a certificate of A1 or A2.
●
The laboratory carrying on these shall be shall have prequalification/competency certificate to be obtained from the
Ministry according to measurement and calculation standards
specified for the businesses as TS ISO 9613-2, TS ISO 8297, TS
EN ISO 3744, TS EN ISO 3746, TS ISO 1996-2 and TS 9315
(ISO 1996-1).

1.2.3 Requirements for preparing noise maps
●
Those who will prepare the noise maps shall be
graduates of engineering, architecture and science faculties of
universities and have the level of expertise to conduct these
works, preferably who have participated in the preparation of
noise maps in international projects and similar works.
●
They should have the level of expertise to conduct these
works. Technical staff should have a certificate of B1 or B2.
●
Those who will prepare noise maps for transport areas
and settlements shall have the licensed software for the
calculation for the preparation of noise maps.
1.2.4 Requirements for preparing action plans
●
Those who will prepare the action plans and who will
carry out assessment regarding building acoustics shall be
graduates of engineering, architecture and science faculties of
universities and have the level of expertise to conduct these
works, preferably who have made application projects isolation,
traffic planning, land planning, noise barriers and related issues.
●
They should have the level of expertise to conduct these
works. Technical staff should have a certificate of C1 and C2.
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NOISE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
REQUIREMENTS
National Decree 16/03/1998
MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION
1. The measuring system must be in class 1 to comply with the standards EN
60651/1994 and EN 60804/1994. Measurement of equivalent level must be
carried out directly with a sound level meter conforming to class 1 of the EN
60651/1994 and EN 60804/1994 standards.
When using signals recorded before and after measurements, the
calibration signal must be recorded. The registration chain must have a
frequency response complying with requirements of class 1, defined
according to EN 60651/1994 standards and a dynamic adapted to the
phenomenon in question.
Data of the measuring system must be declared in the measurement
report.
2. The filters and microphones used for the measurements must comply
with the EN standards respectively 61260/1995 (IEC 1260) and EN
61094-1 / 1994, EN 61094-2 / 1993, EN 61094-3 / 1995, EN 61094-4 /
1995. Calibrators must comply with CEI 29-4 standards.
3. The noise meter level, and/or the measurement system, before and
after each measuring round, must be checked with a class 1 calibrator,
according to the IEC 942/1988 standard. The noise measurements
performed are valid if the calibrations carried out before and after each
measurement round differ by a maximum of 0.5 dB.
4. Noise meter level and measuring systems must be provided with
calibration certificate and checked at least every two years for verification
of compliance with technical specifications. Periodic inspection must be
performed in laboratories accredited by a national calibration service
according to Law n. 273/1991.
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DEFINITIONS (ANNEX A)
1. Specific source: selectively identifiable sound source which constitutes
the cause of potential noise pollution
2. Long-term time (TL): it represents a sufficiently large set of TRs where
noise levels are measured and assessed. The duration of TL is related to
changes in the factors that influence long-term noise.
3. Reference time (TR): represents the period of the day in which the
measurement. The duration of the day is divided into two periods: “Daytime” between 6.00am and 10.00pm and “Night-time” between 10.00pm
and 6.00am.
4. Observation time (TO): it is a period of time, included in TR, when
events to be evaluated occur.
5. Measurement time (TM): within observation time, one or more
measurement periods (TM) are identified. The measurement periods
have a duration equal to or less than the observation time, depending on
the variability of sources; measurement period must guarantee to be
representative of the observed phenomenon
6. Levels of the effective values of "A" weighted sound pressure: LAS,
LAF, LAI. They express values in the logarithmic average of the
weighted sound pressure "A" LPA according to the constants of time
"slow", "fast", "impulse".
7. Levels of maximum sound pressure values LASmax, LAFmax, LAI
max. They express maxima values of the weighted sound pressure curve
"A" and the time constants "slow", "fast", "impulse".
8. Equivalent continuous sound pressure level weighted "A": value of the
sound pressure level weighted "A" of a constant sound that, during a
defined period “T”, has the same sound average quadratic pressure of a
considered sound, which level changes with time

where LAeq is the equivalent continuous level of weighted sound
pressure "A" considered in a time interval starting at time t1 and ending
at time t2; pA (t) is the instantaneous value of the "A" weighted sound
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pressure of the acoustic signal in Pascal (Pa); p0 = 20 microPa is the
pressure reference sound.
9. Equivalent continuous sound pressure level "A" related to long-term
time TL (LAeq, TL): the equivalent continuous level of weighted sound
pressure "A" related to the long time term (LAeq, TL) can be referred to:
a) the average value over the all period, with reference to the continuous
equivalent level of pressure weighted sound "A" relative to TL time,
expressed by the following formula:

being N the reference times considered.
b) to a single time interval in the TR. In this case, a TM of 1 hour is
identified within the TO in the which the phenomenon under examination
takes place. (LAeq, TL) represents the equivalent continuous level of "A"
weighted sound pressure resulting from the sum of the measurement
times TM, expressed by the following formula:

where i is the single 1-hour interval in the i-th TR.
This is the reference level, to be compared with the noise limits.
10. Sound level of a single event, (SEL): it is given by the formula:

where
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−
−

t2 - t1 is a sufficiently long time interval to include the event;
tO is the reference duration (1s)

11. Environmental noise level (LA): it is the equivalent continuous level of
weighted sound pressure "A", produced by all noise sources existing in a
given place and during a certain time.
The environmental noise is the sum of the background noise and that
one produced by the considered noise sources, with the exclusion of
exceptional events compared to the average noise level of the area. This
is the level to be compared with the maximum limits of exposure:
1) in the case of differential limits, refers to TM
2) in the case of absolute limits, it refers to TR
12. Background noise level (LR): is the equivalent continuous level of "A"
weighted sound pressure, measurable with the exclusion of the specific
disturbing noise source. It must be measured with the same methods
used to measure environmental noise and must not contain atypical
sound events.
13. Differential noise level (LD): the difference between environmental
noise level (LA) and background noise level (LR):

14. Emission level: is the equivalent continuous level of "A" weighted
sound pressure, due to the specific source. This is the level that must be
compared with the emission limits.
15. Corrective factor (Ki): this is the correction in dB (A) to be introduced
to take into account the presence of impulsive, tonal or low-frequency
components, whose value is indicated below:
−
KI = 3 dB (impulsive components )
−
KT = 3 dB (tonal components )
−
KB = 3 dB (low-frequency components )
The corrective factors must not be applied to the noise produced by
transport infrastructures.
16. Presence of “partial-time noise”: exclusively during daytime, the
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presence of “partial-time noise” (activity of noise source for less than 1
hour) cause an automatic reduction of 3 dB (A) to the environmental
noise measured levels; if it is less than 15 minutes, the Leq (A) must be
decreased by 5 dB (A).
17. Final (ater corrections) noise level (LC): is defined by the formula

TECHNICAL
STANDARDS
FOR
THE
EXECUTION
OF
MEASUREMENT (ANNEX B)
1. Before starting the measurements it is essential to acquire all the
information that may condition the choice of method, timing and
measurement positions.
The noise measurements must, therefore, take into account the
variations of both the sound emission of the sources and their
propagation. All data leading to a detailed description of the sources
influencing the survey area must be detected.
Major sources, the variability of their sound emission, the presence of
tonal, impulsive, low-frequency components must be taken into account.
2. The measurement of the equivalent continuous levels of weighted
sound pressure "A" in the period of reference (LAeq, TR)

can be performed:
a) by continuous integration
The value of LAeq, TR is obtained by measuring the environmental noise
during the entire period of reference, excluding anomalous
events/conditions, not being representative of the average noise climate
of the area;
b) with sampling technique
The LAeq, TR value is calculated as the average value of equivalent
continuous pressure level weighted sound "A", among those measured
within one or more observation time (T0) i.
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The value of LAeq, TR is given by the formula:

3. The measured noise levels must be rounded to 0.5 dB.
4. The free-field microphone must be oriented towards the noise source;
in the case where the source is not localizable or if there are multiple
sources, a microphone for random incidence must be used. The
microphone must be put on a special support and connected to the
sound level meter with a cable long enough to allow operators to place
themselves at a distance of at least 3 m from the microphone itself.
5. Measurements within living environments:
The microphone of the sound level meter must be positioned at a high of
1.5 m from the floor and at least 1 m from reflective surfaces. Detection
in a residential environment must be performed both with open and
closed windows, in order to identify the most burdensome situation.
When measuring at open windows, the microphone must be positioned 1
m from the window.
When measuring with closed windows, a microphone must be placed in
the point where the maximum level is measured.
6. Outdoor measurements
For outdoor measurements, the microphone must be placed 1 m from
the facade. The height of the microphone must be chosen according to
the actual or hypothesized position of the receiver.
7. Measurements must be carried out without rain, fog and/or snow;
the wind speed must not exceed 5 m / s. The microphone must still be
equipped with a windproof headphone. The measurement system must
be compatible with the meteorological conditions of the period in which
the measurements are made and in any case in accordance with the CEI
29-10 and EN standards 60804/1994.
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8. A sampling of impulsive events by measurements
To recognize impulsive events, LAImax and LASmax level
measurements must be performed for a suitable measurement time.
Measurements may be contemporaneous with the occurrence of the
event or be carried out subsequently, based on the recording of the
event.
9. Recognition of the impulsive event: Noise is considered to have
impulsive components when the following conditions are met:
- the event is repetitive;
- the difference between LAImax and LASmax is over 6 dB;
- the duration of the event is less than 1 s, at -10 dB from the LAFmax
value.
The impulsive sound event is considered repetitive when it occurs at
least 10 times/hour during daytime and at least 2 times/ hour during
nighttime.
Repetitiveness must be demonstrated by a graphic recording of the LAF
level carried out during the measurement time LM.
LAeq, TR is increased by a corrective factor KI as defined in point 15 of
Annex A.
10. Recognition of tonal noise components
In order to identify the presence of Tonal Components (CT), a spectral
analysis is performed for normalized bands of 1/3 of an octave. Only
those stationary over time and frequency can be considered as CTs.
The analysis must be performed in the frequency range between 20 Hz
and 20 kHz. The presence of a CT can be confirmed if the minimum level
of a band exceeds the minimum levels of the adjacent bands for at least
5 dB. The correction factor KT shall be applied as defined in point 15 of
Annex A, only if the corresponding frequency band touches an isophonic
equal or superior to the highest one reached by the other components of
the spectrum. The relevant technical standard is ISO 266: 1987.
11. Presence of low-frequency spectral components
If the frequency analysis carried out using methods described in the
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previous point, confirm the presence of CT, the KB correction as defined
in point 15 of Annex A is also applied, but exclusively during the
nighttime.
RAILWAY NOISE MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY (ANNEX C –
POINT 1)
Noise measurement must be carried out under standard rail traffic
conditions and in the weather conditions described in point 7 of Annex B.
The microphone, equipped with a windscreen and oriented towards the
noise source, must be placed at 1 m distance from the exposed buildings
façades, at 4 m height.
Sound pressure levels must register time constant "Fast" data, starting
time, LAE level and LAF (t) time profile of each train transit.
For a correct determination of exposure levels, the LAFmax values must
be at least 10 dB (A) above the background level. The measurement
time (TM) must be at least 24 h. LAeq, TR
must be calculated
according to the following formula

where:
−
TR is the daytime or nighttime reference period;
−
n is the number of transits occurred in the TR period;
−
k = 47.6 dB (A) in the daytime period (06-22) and k = 44.6 dB (A)
in the nighttime period (22-06).
Events different from train transits must be excluded.
LAE values corresponding to non-valid transits (due to exceptional
events occurred) must be replaced by the arithmetic mean value of LAE
calculated on all remaining transits.
A number of invalidated transits must not exceed 10% of the total
number of transits.
If the background noise does not allow the correct determination of the
LAE values in the measurement point, or if the number of invalidated
transits is over 10% of the total number n, it must be applied a
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measurement-based methodology to a nearby railway reference point
“PR”.
In the “PR” point the measurements should not last less than 24 h long;
the LAE values measured in “PR” must be related to the corresponding
measured values in the receiving point: it is necessary to measure at
least 10 transits for the number of tracks present.
For each track, the arithmetic mean of the differences between LAE
values measured in PR and those measured in the receiving point is
calculated.
This arithmetic mean must be subtracted from LAeq, TR value in the PR
point, to obtain the corresponding value at the receiving point.
The overall continuous equivalent level at the receiving point is
calculated by the formula:

being n the number of tracks.
METHOD OF MEASUREMENT OF ROAD NOISE (ANNEX C – POINT
2)
As road traffic is a very variable phenomenon, road traffic noise
monitoring must be last not less than one week.
During this period the "A" weighted equivalent continuous level must be
registered each hour throughout the twenty-four hours: starting from
these data,
a) daytime and nighttime values for each day of the week;
b) weekly average day and night values
are calculated.
The microphone must be placed at a distance of 1 m from the most
exposed buildings façades at a high of 4 m.
Without buildings, a microphone must be placed in front of sensitive
receivers.
Values referred to in point b) must be compared with the levels
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established in the Italian Decree 142/2004.
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The measurement report must contain at least the following data:
a) date, place, measurement time and meteorological conditions, wind
speed and direction;
b) reference time, observation time and measurement time;
c) a detailed description of sound meter level chain, attaching its
calibration certificate;
d) noise levels measured;
e) noise zoning of the area;
f) final conclusions;
g)
model,
type,
dynamics
and
frequency
response
if
registration/reproduction system is used;
h) any observer present during noise measurements;
i) legible signature of the competent technician who performed
measurements.
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MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION (RD 1367/2007 and Orden
ITC/2845/2007)
The measuring instruments and calibrators used for the assessment
of noise must comply with the Order of the Ministry of Public Works of
25 September 2007 (OM) regulating the State metrological control of
instruments for the measurement of audible sound and acoustic
calibrators:
For sound level meters, document IEC 61672-3:2006, or the
corresponding official Spanish version as standard UNE-EN 61672-3
shall apply.
For acoustic calibrators, Annex B of standard UNE-EN 60942:2005
shall apply.
The measurements undertaken for noise assessment must use
instruments and calibrators that meet the requirements established in
the OM for type 1/class 1. Where the use of octave or 1/3 octave
band filters is required, the instruments shall comply with the
requirements for the degree of accuracy type 1/class 1 in the
standards UNE-EN 61260:1997'Octave band and the fraction of
octave band filters' and UNE-EN 61260/A1:2002'Octave band and
fraction of octave band filters'.
Noise meter level and measuring systems must be provided with
verification certificate and checked at least every year for verification
of compliance with technical specifications. Periodic verification must
be performed in calibration laboratories accredited by the National
Body (ENAC).
Before and after each measurement, an acoustic check of the
measurement chain shall be carried out by means of a sound
calibrator, ensuring that the deviation does not exceed in more than
0,3 dB from the initial reference value.
Measuring instruments meeting the requirements of UNE-EN ISO
8041:2006 shall be used for the evaluation of vibrations by
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measurement.
DEFINITIONS Law 37/2003
1.
Acoustic area: territorial area, delimited by the competent
Administration, which has the same target of acoustic quality.
2.
Acoustic quality: the degree of adaptation of the acoustic
characteristics of a space to the activities carried out in its
environment.
3.
Noise pollution: the presence in the environment of noise or
vibration, whatever the source of the noise or vibration, which causes
nuisance, risk or damage to persons, the performance of their
activities or property of any kind, or which causes significant effects
on the environment.
4.
Acoustic emitter: any activity, infrastructure, equipment,
machinery or behaviour that generates noise.
5.
Noise assessment: the result of applying any method for
calculating, predicting, estimating or measuring sound quality and the
effects of noise pollution.
6.
Noise index: the physical magnitude used to describe noise
pollution, which is related to the effects of noise pollution.
7.
Emission index: the noise index relating to the noise
pollution generated by an emitter.
8.
Immission index: the noise index relating to the noise
pollution in a given location.
9.
Acoustic quality objective: a set of requirements, which, in
relation to noise pollution, must be met at a given time in a given
space.
DEFINITIONS RD 1367/2007
10.
Urbanised area: area of the territory that meets the
requirements established in the applicable urban development
legislation to be classified as urban or urbanised land and provided
that it is already legally and effectively integrated into the network of
endowments and services of the population centres. This shall be
understood to be the case when the plots, whether or not they are
built on, have the facilities and services required by the town planning
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legislation or can be provided with them without any other works other
than those connecting them to the installations in operation.
11.
Existing built-up area: the area of the territory that is builtup area before the entry into force of this royal decree.
12.
New urban development: the area of the territory which is
rural land and for which the instruments of territorial and urban
planning provide or permit its transition to urbanized land by means of
the corresponding urbanization measures, as well as land already
urbanized which is subject to urbanization reform or renewal
measures.
13.
New activities: Those that initiate the processing of the
administrative intervention actions after the entry into force of RD
1367/2007.
14.
New transport infrastructures: those within the competence
of the General State Administration, whose processing of the
environmental impact statement begins after the entry into force of
RD 1367/2007.
15.
Noise quality target: a set of requirements relating to noise
pollution which must be met at any given time in a given space,
including emission or immission limit values. While noise limits are
applied to noise sources, quality targets are applied to areas,
including all noise sources on it.
16.
Equivalent continuous noise index, L Aeq,T (noise index in
the time period T): the noise index associated with the nuisance, or
harmful effects, over a period of time T. The noise index LAeq,T , is
the A-weighted equivalent continuous sound pressure level, in
decibels, determined over a time interval of T seconds, as defined in
ISO 1996-1.
Where:
−
If T = d (07:00 to 19:00), LAeq,d (Ld) is the A-weighted
equivalent continuous sound pressure level, determined over the day
period;
−
If T = e (19:00 to 23:00), LAeq,e (Le) is the A-weighted
equivalent continuous sound pressure level, determined in the
evening period;
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−
If T = n (23:00 to 07:00), LAeq,n (Ln) is the A-weighted
equivalent continuous sound pressure level, determined in the night
period;
17.
LAmax : (Maximum noise level): the noise level associated
with the annoyance, or harmful effects, caused by individual noise
events. It is the highest A-weighted sound pressure level, in decibels,
with fast integration constant, LAFmax , as defined in ISO 1996-1,
recorded during the evaluation time period.
18.
Corrected Equivalent Continuous Noise Index L Keq ,T: It is
the A-weighted equivalent continuous sound pressure level (L Aeq,T),
corrected for the presence of emerging tonal components, lowfrequency components and impulsive noise, in accordance with the
following expression:
LKeq ,T = LAeq ,T + Kt + Kf + Ki
Which can be assessed for each of the different periods day, evening,
night, then using the d, e, n notation to describe the time period T.
Where:
−
Kt is the correction parameter associated with the LKeq ,T
index to assess the discomfort or harmful effects of the presence of
emerging tonal components
−
Kf is the correction parameter associated with the LKeq ,T,
index to assess the discomfort or harmful effects of the presence of
low-frequency components
−
Ki is the correction parameter associated with the LKeq ,T,
index to assess the annoyance or harmful effects of the presence of
impulsive noise,
−
The maximum value of the correction resulting from the sum
of Kt + Kf + Ki shall not exceed 9 dB.
19.
Long-term assessment: For the purpose of calculating longterm averages, one year corresponds to the year considered for
sound emission and one average year for meteorological
circumstances.
20.
Long-term corrected noise index, LK,x: the corrected noise
index associated with the annoyance, or long-term harmful effects, in
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the assessment period 'x', day, evening or night period (L K,d, LK,e and
LK,n). The noise index LK,x , is the long-term average sound level,
given by the following expression, determined over all the
assessment time periods'x' of a year.
𝑛

𝐿𝐾,𝑥

1
= 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( ∑
𝑛

100.1𝐿𝐾𝑒𝑞,𝑥,𝑖 )

𝑖=1

Where n is the number of samples from the temporary assessment
period 'x', in one year, LKeq,x,i is the corrected sound level, determined
in the evaluation time period 'x' of the ith sample.
For the determination of long-term average sound levels, sufficient
independent samples must be obtained to obtain a representative
estimate of the long-term average sound level.
21.
Limit value: a value of an acoustic index which must not be
exceeded and which, if exceeded, obliges the competent authorities
to consider or apply measures to prevent such exceedance. Limit
values may vary according to the noise emitter (road, rail or air traffic
noise, industrial noise, etc.), the environment or the different
vulnerability of population groups to noise pollution; they may differ
from an existing situation to a new situation (when the noise emitter
changes, or the use made of the environment). Noise limits are
applied to noise sources.
22.
Emission limit value: the value of the emission index which
must not be exceeded.
23.
Immission index: the noise index relating to the noise
pollution existing in a place during a given period of time.
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TECHNICAL
STANDARDS
FOR
THE
MEASUREMENT ( RD 1367/2007 Annex IV)

EXECUTION

OF

1.
For the detailed assessment of noise due to the presence of
emerging tonal components, the following procedure shall be used:
−
The spectral analysis of the noise in 1/3 octave bands,
without weighting filter.
−
The difference Lt = Lf - Ls shall be calculated
−
Where Lf, is the sound pressure level of the band f, which
contains the pop-up tone, and Ls is the arithmetic mean of the level of
the band immediately above f and that of the band immediately below
f.
−
The presence or absence of tonal components and the value
of the correction parameter Kt shall be determined by applying the
following table:
1/3
octave
frequency band

Lt (dB)

Kt (dB)

De 20 a 125 Hz

Si Lt < 8

0

Si 8 <= Lt <= 12

3

Si Lt > 12

6

Si Lt < 5

0

Si 5 <= Lt <= 8

3

Si Lt > 8

6

Si Lt < 3

0

Si 3 <= Lt <= 5

3

Si Lt > 5

6

De 160 a 400 Hz

De 500 a 10000 Hz

−

In the case that there are more than one tonal component,
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the highest correction factor will be applied.
2.
For the detailed assessment of noise due to the presence of
low-frequency components, the following procedure shall be used:
−
Sound pressure levels shall be measured simultaneously with
frequency weightings A and C.
−
The difference between the values obtained, duly corrected
for background noise, shall be calculated: Lf = LCeq,Ti - LAeq,Ti
−
The presence or absence of low-frequency components and
the value of the correction parameter Kf is determined by applying the
following table:
Lf (dB)

Kf (dB)

Si Lf <= 10

0

Si 10 >Lf <=15

3

Si Lf >15

6

3.
For the detailed assessment of the noise due to the presence
of impulsive components, the following procedure shall be used:
−
The A-weighted equivalent continuous sound pressure levels
shall preferably be measured simultaneously at a given phase of
noise duration Ti seconds, at which the impulsive noise, L Aeq,Ti, is
perceived, and at the time constant (I) of the measuring equipment,
LAIeq,Ti
−
The difference between the values obtained, duly corrected
for background noise, shall be calculated: Li = LAIeq,Ti - LAeq,Ti
−
The presence or absence of an impulse component and the
value of the correction parameter Ki shall be determined by applying
the following table:
Li (dB)

Componente impulsiva
Ki en dB

Si Li <= 10

0

Si 10 >Li <=15

3

Si Li >15

6
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The contribution of background noise should be excluded from the
measurements, and the noise levels obtained near a facade shall be
corrected to exclude the reflective effect of the measurement.
Measurements may be performed continuously during the entire
assessment time period, or by applying sound pressure level
sampling methods at selected measurement time intervals within the
assessment time period. In the case that sampling methods are
applied, the time interval of each measurement (Ti), the number of
measurements and the time intervals between measurements shall
be selected in accordance with the characteristics of the noise being
assessed, so that the result of the measurement is representative of
the assessment of the index being assessed in the time period of
assessment. For the determination of long-term average sound
levels, sufficient independent samples must be taken to obtain a
representative estimate of the long-term average sound level.
When measurements are made inside buildings, at least three
positions must be selected. The preferred positions of the
assessment point shall be at least 1 m from walls or other surfaces,
between 1,2 m and 1,5 m above the floor, and approximately 1,5 m
from windows. Where these three positions are not possible,
measurements shall be made in the center of the enclosure.
Measurements in the interior space of buildings shall be made with
doors and windows closed.
Assessment of the noise indices related to acoustic quality
objectives in acoustic areas
A preliminary evaluation shall be carried out by means of continuous
measurements for at least 24 hours, corresponding to the most
acoustically significant episodes, taking into account the sound
source that has the greatest contribution in the sound environments
of the acoustic area.
The number of points necessary for the acoustic characterization of
the zone shall be determined according to the dimensions of the
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acoustic area and the spatial variation of the sound levels.
The microphone shall preferably be located 4 m above ground level,
fixed to a stable supporting element at least 1,20 m from any façade
or face that may introduce reflective distortions in the measurement.
Other heights may be chosen for the measurement, but these shall
not be less than 1,5 m above ground level and the results shall be
corrected according to an equivalent height of 4 m. In such cases, the
correction criteria applied will be technically justified.

Assessment of the noise indices concerning the noise levels
produced by road, rail and airport infrastructures.
At least three LAeq,Ti series of measurements shall be carried out, with
three measurements in each series, of a minimum duration of 5
minutes (Ti = 300 seconds), with minimum time intervals of 5 minutes,
between each series.
The evaluation of the sound level in the time period of evaluation will
be determined from the values of the L Aeq,Ti indices of each of the
measures carried out, applying the following expression:
𝑛

𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞,𝑇

1
= 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( ∑
𝑛

100.1𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞,𝑇𝑖 )

𝑖=1

Where T, is the time in seconds corresponding to the time period of
evaluation considered (day, evening night), Ti, is the measurement
time interval i, n is the number of measurements in the set of
measurement series taken in the reference time period T.
The resulting sound level value shall be rounded (adding 0.5 dB(A)
and removing the decimal numbers).

Assessment of the noise indices concerning the noise levels
produced by port infrastructures and activities
When the purpose of the measurements is the audit of activities, the
operators or users of noise-generating equipment, both outdoors and
in establishments or premises, shall provide the inspectors with
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access to their installations or noise emission sources and shall make
them available for operation at the different speeds, loads or gears
indicated by the inspectors, and shall be able to witness the entire
operating process.
The measurement of both the noise emitted and the noise transmitted
by the acoustic emitters shall be carried out at the place where it is
the highest.
The measurement of both the noise emitted to the external
environment of the acoustic areas and the noise emitted to the
internal environment of the buildings by the acoustic emitters shall be
carried out at the point of assessment, where its value is the highest.
When, due to the characteristics of the acoustic emitter, significant
variations in its sound emission levels are observed during the time
period of assessment, it shall be split into time intervals, Ti, or noise
phases (i) in which the sound pressure level at the point of
assessment is uniformly perceived.
At least three LKeq,Ti , measurements of at least 5 seconds duration
with minimum time intervals of 3 minutes between each measurement
shall be made for each noise phase.
The measures shall be considered valid when the difference between
the extreme values obtained is less than or equal to 6 dBA. If the
difference is greater, a new series of three measurements should be
obtained. If a value very different from the rest is reproduced, its
cause will be investigated. If located, the measurements shall be
repeated up to five times, so that the source of this value is
operational during the five-second duration of each measurement. It
should be noted that this repeatability requirement applies to L Keq,Ti,
which in practice makes it almost impossible to determine the result
of the audit in situ.
The highest of the values obtained shall be taken as the result of the
measurement.
In determining the LKeq,Ti, background noise correction shall be taken
into account. To estimate the background noise, the same procedure
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has to be applied, with the acoustic emitter being evaluated stopped.
When determining noise phases, the assessment of the sound level
in the time period of assessment shall be determined from the values
of the LKeq,Ti indices of each measured noise phase, using the
following expression:
𝑛

𝐿𝐾𝑒𝑞,𝑇

1
= 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( ∑
𝑇

𝑇𝑖 ∙ 100.1𝐿𝐾𝑒𝑞,𝑇𝑖 )

𝑖=1

Where T, is the time in seconds corresponding to the considered
evaluation time period, and Ti, is the time interval associated with the
noise phase I (the sum of the Ti =T), and n is the number of noise
phases into which the reference time period T is split.
NOTE: It is not explicitly established how to proceed when the activity
is not operative during the whole assessment period (T). One may
consider that LKeq,Ti for that period is minus infinity, or the background
noise level. The latter interpretation is accepted in some regions,
making the audit depends on the background noise level.
The resulting sound level value shall be rounded (adding 0.5 dB(A)
and removing the decimal numbers).
Measurement conditions.
The following precautions should be taken when performing
measurements to evaluate sound levels:
−
Humidity and temperature conditions shall be compatible with
the specifications of the manufacturer of the measuring equipment.
−
In the evaluation of the noise transmitted by a given acoustic
emitter, measurements made outdoors in the rain shall not be valid.
For indoor measurements, the influence of rain shall be taken into
account when determining its validity as a function of the difference
between the levels to be measured and the background noise,
including that generated by rain.
−
Before and after each measurement, an acoustic check of the
measurement chain shall be carried out by means of a sound
calibrator, ensuring a deviation margin of not more than 0,3 dB from
the initial reference value.
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Measurements in the external environment shall be made using wind
screen measuring equipment. Likewise, when at the evaluation point
the wind speed is higher than 5 meters per second, the measurement
will be neglected.
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MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION
●
The measuring instruments and calibrators used for the
assessment of environmental noise must comply with the requirements
specified in the Regulation on Environmental Noise Assessment and
Management (RAMEN) with the date of
04.06.2010-revised on
18.11.2015 by Ministry of Environment and Urbanization (MEU).
●
For sound level meters, document IEC 61672-2002, and
●
For acoustic calibrators, IEC 60942-2003 shall apply.
●
The measurements undertaken for noise assessment must use
instruments and calibrators that conforming Type 1/Class 1 of the IEC
61672-2002. Where the use of octave or 1/3 octave band filters is
required, the instruments shall comply with the requirements for the
degree of accuracy type 1/class 1
●
Before and after each measurement, an acoustic check of the
measurement chain shall be carried out by means of a sound calibrator,
ensuring that the deviation does not exceed in more than 0,6 dB from the
initial reference value. When using signals recorded before and after
measurements, the calibration signal must also be recorded. Data of the
measuring system must be declared in the measurement report.
●
Noise meter level and measuring systems must be provided with
verification certificate and checked at least every two year and calibrators
must be checked every year for verification of compliance with technical
specifications. Periodic verification must be performed in calibration
laboratories accredited by the Turkish Accreditation Institution (TURKAK)
or other competent laboratories.

DEFINITIONS
●
Environmental noise: shall mean harmful or unwanted outdoor
sound created by human activities, including noise emitted by means of
transport, road traffic, rail traffic, air traffic, sea traffic, equipment used
outdoors, construction sites, industrial installations, facilities, factories,
enterprises and recreational and entertainment venues;
●
Assessment: shall mean any method used to calculate,
predict, estimate or measure the value of a noise indicator or the related
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harmful effects,
●
Acoustic planning: shall mean control of noise that may exist in
the future using planned measures such as land use planning, traffic and
system engineering for traffic planning and sound insulation measures
and control of noise source.
●
Acoustic report: shall mean the report in which environmental
noise levels of enterprises, installations included in Annex-1 and Annex-2
to the By-Law on the Permits and Licenses Foreseen by the
Environmental Law published in the Official Gazette dated April 29, 2009,
and numbered 27214, established before March 7, 2008, or commenced
operations completing planning and establishment phase after this date,
are specified and which indicates whether limit values are exceeded or
not,
●
Environmental noise level assessment report: shall mean the
report in which environmental noise levels of enterprises, installations not
included in Annex-1 and Annex-2 to the By-Law on the Permits and
Licenses Foreseen by the Environmental Law established before entry
into force of this By-Law or commenced operations completing planning
and establishment phase after entry into force of this By-Law, are
specified and which indicates whether limit values are exceeded or not,
●
Acoustic report for the planned activities: shall mean the
report in which possible environmental noise levels are determined by
using assessment methods of businesses and installations planned to be
established, included in Annex I to the By-Law on Environmental Impact
Assessment published in the Official Gazette dated 17.07.2008 and
numbered 26939 and Annex-1 and Annex-2 to the By-Law on the
Permits and Licenses Foreseen by the Environmental Law, without the
mark "*" and which contain measures to be taken in case limit values are
exceeded
●
Noise control: shall mean a set of procedures to reduce harmful
effects in whole or in part of sounds having the characteristics of pollution
emitted by any audio source, through methods such as reducing to an
acceptable level, changing acoustic properties, reducing the duration of
effect, masking with another pleasing or less annoying sound,
●
Environmental measures: shall mean all kinds of control of the
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noise arising from noise sources outside or inside buildings, which can be
performed in an environment in which noise spreads until it reaches
people inside the building,
●
Physical environmental factors: shall mean any factor affecting
the propagation of sound and increasing or decreasing noise, which
exists in the physical environment through which sound passes during its
transmission from the source to the user, structure or people affected,
●
Measures at the receiver side: shall mean measures that may
be taken on the affected person, for the protection of hearing organs of
people, in order to be protected from especially high-level noise in
environments where noise cannot be reduced,
●
Noise mapping: shall mean the presentation of an existing or
predicted data using by a noise indicator on the physical map of the
area in question to be specified in accordance with standards , aiming to
demonstrate any relevant limit value is exceeded in force, including the
number of people affected and the number of dwellings exposed in a
certain area;
●
Dose-effect relation: shall mean the relationship between the
value of a noise indicator and a harmful effect,
●
Noise sensitive uses: shall mean very sensitive uses, sensitive
uses and less sensitive uses,
●
Very sensitive uses: shall mean such uses as residential
buildings, dwellings, inpatient healthcare agencies, boarding educational
agencies in education terms, care units for children and the elderly,
●
Less sensitive uses: shall mean such uses as administrative
and commercial buildings, children's playgrounds, playing fields and
sports facilities,
●
Non-sensitive uses: shall mean areas and uses such as parking
lots, garages, entertainment venues, industrial plants which can be a
source of noise themselves,
●
Installation: shall mean the installations included in Annex-1 and
Annex-2 to the By-Law on the Permits and Licenses Foreseen by the
Environmental Law, outside the scope of enterprises, facilities, factories,
entertainment venues defined in this By-Law,
●
Enterprise: shall mean any facilities and activities,
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●
Facility: shall mean such places as public agencies and
organizations, commercial organizations, service buildings, sports
facilities, pistol and rifle shooting ranges, shopping centers, medical
centers, carpets and car wash places, storage places, printing houses,
●
Factory: shall mean workplaces where craftsmen, or people
dealing with painting, sculpture, work and the establishments of weaving,
garments, lathe, iron, woodwork and similar workplaces,
●
Entertainment venue: shall mean an enterprise operating within
an accommodation facility or detached, which offers live music to meet
the entertainment needs of customers,
●
Live music: shall mean the type of music made by real
instruments and/or audio or videotape using the electronically amplified
sound source,
●
Recreational area: shall mean a wide range of areas of action
covering activities such as recreation, entertainment, sightseeing, free
time activities which allow a person to regain himself/herself physically
and psychologically,
●
Annoyance: shall mean the degree of community noise or
vibration annoyance as determined by means of field surveys
●
background noise: shall mean the total sound in a given
situation at a given location when other sounds monitored in an
environment are drowned out,
●
impact noise: shall mean the noise that occurs when an object
collides with another object,
●
interior ambient noise: shall mean all unwanted and harmful
sound caused by mechanical systems and other noise sources in the
building, which affects the people in the building negatively,
●
Limit value: shall mean a value of Lden or Lnight, and where
appropriate Lday and Levening, as determined by the competent
authority, the exceeding of which causes competent authorities to
consider or enforce mitigation measures,
●
dB: shall mean a logarithmic scale used to express noticeable
quantities showing order differences from each other,
●
dBA: shall mean a sound level scale, which is defined as the Aweighted sound level and which is widely used in influence assessment
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and control of noise, that gives more weight to medium and high
frequencies where the human auditory system is the most vulnerable
against low-intensity sound,
●
Weighting: shall mean the transformation of a sound pressure
level in a different way according to the frequencies by considering the
features of the human auditory system;
●
Octave band: shall mean the frequency band where the upper
band frequency is twice the lower band frequency and the bandwidth is
equal to 70% of the center frequency, which is used to find out that noise
energy changes according to frequency,
●
Sound power level (Lw): shall mean the value of the sound
power emitted by a sound source and expressed in dB, calculated by
multiplying its logarithm by 10 relative to base 10 of internationally
recognized reference sound power ratio,

●
Sound pressure level (Lp): shall mean the value of the sound
pressure measured at a certain point in the environment and expressed
in dB, calculated by multiplying its logarithm by 20 relative to base 10 of
reference sound pressure ratio of 20x10-6 Pa or 20 μPa,
●
Equivalent noise level (Leq): shall mean the constant level of
noise which continuous noise level with varying levels within a certain
time, usually measured as A-weighted sound level, which is equivalent in
terms of energy,
●
Equivalent continuous sound pressure level L Aeq,T is the Aweighted equivalent continuous sound pressure level, in decibels,
determined over a time interval of T seconds, as defined in ISO 1996-1:
1987.
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●
o
where LAeq is the equivalent continuous level of weighted sound
pressure "A" considered in a time interval starting at time t1 and ending at
time t2; pA (t) is the instantaneous value of the "A" weighted sound
pressure of the acoustic signal in Pascal (Pa); p0 = 20 microPa is the
pressure reference sound.
Lgünd
üz

Lgag =10log 1
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●
Noise indicator: shall mean a physical scale for the description
of environmental noise, which has a relationship with a harmful effect;
●
Day-noise indicator (Lday):
o
If T = d (07:00 to 19:00), LAeq,d (Lday) is the A-weighted
equivalent continuous sound pressure level, determined over the day
period;
●
Evening-noise indicator (Levening): shall mean the average
energy of weighted long-term sound level and the influence level
determined according to the entire evening periods of the year which is
used to express annoyance during the evening period;
o
If T = e (19:00 to 23:00), LAeq,e (Levening) is the A-weighted
equivalent continuous sound pressure level, determined in the evening
period;
●
Nighttime noise indicator (Lnight): shall mean the average
energy of A-weighted long-term sound level and the influence level
determined according to the entire evening periods of the year which is
used to express annoyance disturbing sleep during the evening period;
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o
If T = n (23:00 to 07:00), LAeq,n (Lnight) is the A-weighted
equivalent continuous sound pressure level, determined in the night
period;
●
Day, evening, night noise indicator (Lden): shall mean Aweighted long-term sound level energy average and is been used to
express the influence level of the overall daily annoyance;
●
LC max: shall mean maximum value of C-weighted rms based
sound level in the measurement period, measured as dBC.
●
LAmax : (Maximum noise level): the noise level associated with
the annoyance, or harmful effects, caused by individual noise events. It is
the highest A-weighted sound pressure level, in decibels, with fast
integration constant, LAFmax , as defined in ISO 1996-1:2003, recorded
during the evaluation time period.
●
Level adjustment: shall mean the value to be added to the
equivalent noise level measured or calculated in relation to the type of
noise or the presence of a frequency which is noticeably heard,
●
Corrected Equivalent Continuous Noise Index L Keq ,T: It is the
A-weighted equivalent continuous sound pressure level (L Aeq,T), corrected
for the presence of emerging tonal components, low-frequency
components and impulsive noise, in accordance with the following
expression:

LAeq,T is the A-weighted equivalent continuous sound pressure
level, in decibels, determined over a time interval of T seconds, as
defined in ISO 1996-1: 1987. It can be assessed for each of the different
periods day, evening, night, then using the d, e, n notation to describe the
time period T.
o
KT is the correction parameter associated with the L Keq ,T index to
assess the discomfort or harmful effects of the presence of emerging
tonal components
o
KI is the correction parameter associated with the LKeq ,T, index to
assess the annoyance or harmful effects of the presence of impulsive
noise,
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o
KR is the correction for the time period,
o
Ks is the correction for the noise source.
o
However, since KR is already taken into account during the
determination of noise limit values, it is not needed to add any value.
Regarding the determination of the impulsiveness and tonality
characteristic of the sound, RAMEN refer to ISO 1996-1 and ISO 19962 and informative guideline published by Ministry.
For Impulsiveness
The Guideline for Environmental Noise and Assessment published by
Ministry in 2009 stated that there is no standard method to determine
whether the sound includes impulsiveness or not but it is recommended
that if the sounds include the impulsive characteristic, then the correction
levels should be added in the scope of ISO 1996-1 and ISO 1996-2.
The Guideline refers to applications mostly used in other countries. One
of the methods to be suggested is that;
o
For the same noise for the same time interval, the measurements
is carried on (I) mode and (F) mode.
o
If the Difference of LFmax and LImax is bigger than 2, then it can be
considered that the sound includes impulse characteristic.
o
If 2 ≤ (Difference(LFmax - LImax) =X) < 7), then the added value to
the Leq (which is the calculated value of noise source) is [x-2].
o
X-2≥5 , then the correction value to be added to Leq is 5 dB.
For Tonality
RAMEN does not include the technical detail of the environmental noise
measurements and assessment procedures. The regulation refers to the
international standards on these issues and mainly it refers to ISO 19961 and ISO 1996-2. Moreover, the Ministry published the “Guideline for
Environmental Noise and Assessment” in 2009 referring to both ISO
1996-1 and ISO 1996-2.and the best applications in other countries.
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o
In order to determine whether the sound includes tonality, the
Guideline recommends the method defined in ISO 1996-2 Annex D (
method for assessing the audibility of tones in noise-simplified method).
According to this,
a)
The spectral analysis of the noise in 1/3 octave bands, without
weighting filter.
b)
The difference Lt = Lf – Ls shall be calculated
Where Lf, is the sound pressure level of the band f, which contains the
pop-up tone, and Ls is the arithmetic mean of the level of the band
immediately above f and that of the band immediately below f.
The constant level difference may vary with frequency. Possible choices
for the level differences are
⮚
15 dB in the low-frequency one-third-octave bands (25 Hz to 125
Hz)
⮚
8 dB in middle-frequency bands (160 Hz to 400 Hz)
⮚
5 dB in bands (500 Hz to 10000 Hz)

⮚
If the sound includes tonality, then the correction value to be
added to measured value/calculated value for directly noise source level
itself shall be between 3-6 dB according to ISO 1996-1 Annex A.
However, the Guideline does not explain the circumstances to identify the
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definitely added values between 3-6 dB.
⮚
For low frequency
o
Even if the formula given in Guideline does not include the
correction for low frequencies, it is taken into account during the
evaluation of environmental noise level assessment reports for industrial
plants or entertainment places applied to local authorities
o
The method used to decide whether the low frequency exists is
that
▪
The differential level of LCeq and LAeq.shall be calculated
▪
If this difference is bigger than 15 dB, then it is considered that
the correction shall be done by adding 5 dB to the Leq which is the
calculated noise level for the noise source to be investigated.
TECHNICAL STANDARDS FOR THE EXECUTION OF
MEASUREMENT
Calibrations
Sound level meter shall be calibrated before and after in each noise
measurements.
Weather conditions for measurements
Measurements must be carried out without rain, fog and/or snow; the
wind speed must not exceed 5 m / s. The microphone must still be
equipped with a windproof headphone. The measurement system must
be compatible with the meteorological conditions of the period in which
the measurements are made
Measurement time interval
⮚
Before starting the measurements, it is essential to acquire all the
information that may condition the choice of method, timing and
measurement positions.
⮚
The noise measurements must, therefore, take into account the
variations of both the sound emission of the sources and their
propagation. All data leading to a detailed description of the sources
influencing the survey area must be detected.
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⮚
Major sources, the variability of their sound emission, presence
of tonal and/or impulsive and/or low-frequency components must be
taken into account.
⮚
For the noise audits in the scope of public noise complaints or for
preparing the noise level assessment reports, noise measurements are
generally carried on minimum for 5 minutes.

Microphone location
The microphone must be oriented towards the noise source; in the case
where the source is not localizable or if there are multiple sources, a
microphone for random incidence must be used. The microphone must
be put on a special support and connected to the sound level meter with
a cable long enough to allow operators to place themselves at a distance
of at least 3 m from the microphone itself.
Measurement outside the buildings
For outdoor measurements, the microphone must be placed 3-3,5 m from
the facade. If there is no enough distance, it must be placed min. 1 m.
The height of the microphone must be chosen according to the actual or
hypothesized position of the receiver.

Measurement outside the building
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Measurement inside the building
The microphone of the sound level meter must be positioned at a height
of 1.5 m from the floor and at least 1 m from reflective surfaces.
Detection in a residential environment must be performed both with open
and closed windows, in order to identify the most burdensome situation.
When measuring at open windows, the microphone must be positioned 1
m from the window. When measuring with closed windows, the
microphone must be placed in the point where the maximum level is
measured.
The difference of the noise level between the different measurement
points (min 3 points) for the same noise assessments should not exceed
5 dBA.

Measurement inside the building
Environmental Noise Measurements
The measurement of the equivalent continuous levels of weighted sound
pressure, the value of LAeq, is obtained by measuring the environmental
noise during the entire period of reference, excluding anomalous
events/conditions, not being representative of the average noise climate
of the area.
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The difference between the different measurement points for the same
noise assessments should not exceed 5 dBA.
Presentation of Measurement Results
There is a specified report format for the noise level assessment report
and also for the acoustic reports which are published by Ministry.
Technician expert on acoustics prepares a report indicating:
●
A detailed list of the components of the sound system (brand,
model and serial numbers), with a description of settings normally used
(to be carried out using pink noise);
●
Sound system settings corresponding to the maximum sound
emission without distortion or other anomalies;
●
The layout of the place, with an indication of the area accessible
for the public, the positions of the loudspeakers and the points of
measurements of the LAeq,
●
Description of noise level meter used for noise measurements,
complying with the standards EN 60651/1994 and EN 60804/1994;
qualification/prequalification certificate of the laboratory (based on ISO
1996-1 and ISO 1996-2), the training course certificate of staff conducting
noise measurement
●
Description of the noise measurement points and conditions
●
The microphone is at a height from the floor of min 1,5 meters;
For entertainment places, and small facilities and workplaces,
●
The value of LAeq level, measured in two different conditions
which are taking measurements when there is music activity and when
there is no music activity for determining the background noise level.
Because the differences in sound pressure levels of these two noise
measurement values are taken into account during the evaluation in the
scope of noise limits defined in Regulation.
●
The noise measurements should be conducted minimum 3 points
inside the entertainment place, 3 points just in front of the venue and
minimum 3 points that is mostly exposed from noise source (in and/or
sensitive uses)
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●
the layout of the place, with an indication of the area accessible
for the public, positions of loudspeakers and the points of the
measurement of LAeq level; Based on the noise measurement data if the
environmental noise assessment report is prepared for the purpose of
taking music allowance from Municipality.
●
If noise assessed levels are higher than the prescribed limits, the
technician should explain the noise mitigation measures for that place in
the report.
●
Legible signature of the competent technician who performed
measurements.
NOISE MEASUREMENTS PROCEDURES AND METHODOLOGY FOR
NOISE SOURCES
General issues to be concerned in environmental noise
measurements during the audits may be listed as below;
Before and after each measurement, an acoustic check of the
measurement chain shall be carried out by means of a sound calibrator,
ensuring a deviation margin of not more than 0,6 dB from the initial
reference value.
Measurements in the external environment shall be made using
windscreen measuring equipment. Likewise, when at the evaluation point
the wind speed is higher than 5 meters per second, the measurement will
be neglected.
In the evaluation of the noise transmitted by a given acoustic
emitter, measurements made outdoors in the rain shall not be valid.
Measurements may be made continuously during the entire
assessment time period, or by applying sound pressure level sampling
methods at selected measurement time intervals within the assessment
time period. In the case that sampling methods are applied, the time
interval of each measurement (Ti), the number of measurements and the
time intervals between measurements shall be selected in accordance
with the characteristics of the noise being assessed, so that the result of
the measurement is representative of the assessment of the index being
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assessed in the time period of assessment. For the determination of
long-term average sound levels, sufficient independent samples must be
taken to obtain a representative estimate of the long-term average sound
level.
When measurements are made inside buildings, at least three
positions must be selected. The preferred positions of the assessment
point shall be at least 1 m from walls or other surfaces, between 1,2 m
and 1,5 m above the floor, and approximately 1,5 m from windows.
Where these three positions are not possible, measurements shall be
made in the centre of the enclosure. Measurements in the interior space
of buildings shall be made with doors and windows closed.
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5.
NOISE MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES FOR DIFFERENT
NOISE SOURCES
5.1.

Noise measurement procedures - Industrial noise

ITALY

SPAIN

Main reference documents addressing Noise
measurements procedures and methodology
All investigations are carried out according to the Ministerial
Decree of 16 March 1998.
In particular, measurements are carried out according to the
Ministerial Decree of 16 March 1998, Annex B, previously
reported.
The RD1367/2007, Annex 4 sets the general framework for
noise measurements and audits (previously reported). The
index to be used is LKeq,T which includes penalties for tonality,
impulsivity and low frequency. For each period there are two
separate limits. The first one refers to the entire period, taking
into account the value averaged over the total duration of that
period. The second limit refers to measurements of short
duration that can be executed throughout the period (noisiest
moment).
Some cities and regions have some specific and slightly
different requirements.
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TURKEY

For the determination of noise level coming from the industrial
plants, RAMEN describes two methodologies which are based
on the computational and the measurement method.
In the scope of computational method for industrial plants,
RAMEN refers to ISO 9613-2 to obtain the source emission
data. In the scope of ISO 9613-2, source emission data is
obtained via the measurements based on one of the standards
TS ISO 8297, TS ISO 3744 and TS ISO 3746.
In the case of not obtaining the source emission data, RAMEN
refers to measurement methodology to achieve the immision
data by using the principles defined under ISO 1996-1 and ISO
1996-2.
ISO 1996-2 states for Leq measurements for industrial plants
that the source operating conditions shall be divided into
classes. For each class, the time variation of the sound
emission from the plant shall be reasonably stationary in a
stochastically sense. The variation shall be less than the
variation in transmission path attenuation due to varying
weather conditions. The time variation of the sound emission
from the plant shall be determined from 5 min. to 10 min Leq
values measured at a distance long enough to include noise
contributions from all major sources and short enough to
minimize meteorological effects during a certain operating
conditions
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5.2.

Noise measurement procedures - Road Noise

ITALY

Noise measurements procedures and methodology
All investigations are carried out according to the
Ministerial Decree of 16 March 1998, Annex C, point 2,
previously reported.

SPAIN

The RD1367/2007 annex 4 sets the general framework
for noise measurements on road traffic infrastructures.
It only applies to new transport infrastructures.
The index to be used is LAeq,T for day, evening and
night periods. For each period there are three separate
limits. The first one refers to long-term period (one
year), the second one is 3 dBA greater affecting to any
daily value (the noisiest day). The third limit can only
be exceeded for 3% of the days, evening or nights
within a year.

TURKEY

For the determination of noise level coming from the
road
traffic
noise,
RAMEN
describes
two
methodologies which are based on the computational
and the measurement method.
In the scope of computational method for road traffic,
Regulation (RAMEN) refers to French national
computation method ‘NMPB-Routes-96 (SETRACERTU-LCPC- CSTB)’, and the French standard "XPS
31-133". For input data concerning emission, in these
documents ‘Guide du bruit des transports terrestres,
fascicule prévision des niveaux sonores, CETUR
1980’.
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However, when the source-based émission data could
not
be
accessed,
then
the
measurement
methodology shall be used. In this extent, Regulation
refers to ISO 1996-2.
When measuring Leq the number of vehicles pass bys
shall be counted during the measurement time interval.
If the measurement result is converted to other traffic
conditions, distinction shall be made between at least
two categories of vehicles “heavy” and “light”. To
determine if the traffic conditions are representative,
the average traffic speed shall be measured and the
type of road surface noted.
When LE from individual vehicle pass-bys are
registered and used with the traffic statistics to
calculate Leq over the time interval, the minimum
number of vehicles per category shall be 30.
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5.3.

Noise measurement procedures - Aircraft Noise

IT
A
L
Y

Noise measurements procedures and methodology
Criteria and methods for measuring aircraft noise.
The aircraft noise assessment index is the level of aircraft
noise (LVA).
It is defined by the following formula:

where:
LVA is the level of aircraft noise;
N is number of observation days; and LVAj is the daily value of
aircraft noise;
N must be equal to twenty-one (three weeks), each of them
chosen within the following periods:
1 October-31 January;
1 February-31 May;
1 June-30 September.
The observation week within each period must be the week
with the highest number of movements.
The noise measurements, during each week of observation,
must be carried out continuously in the time.
The the daily value of aircraft noise (LVAj) is calculated as in
the following formula:

where:
LVAd and LVAn represent the aircraft noise level, respectively
during daytime (06.00 am – 11.00 pm) and nightime (11.00 pm
– 06.00 am).
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The LVAd index is calculated by the following formula:

where:
Td = 61,200 s is the duration of the day period, Nd is the total
number of movements in daytime period, SELi is the Single
Event Level of the i-th sound event associated with the single
movement.
The LVAn index is calculated by the following formula:

where:
Tn = 25,200 s is the duration of the night period, Nn is the total
number of movements during nighttime period.
SELi is determined according to the following formula:

where:
To = 1 s is the reference time;
t1 and t2 are initial / final moments of the measure, that is the
duration of the event Ti = (t2 - t1) where the level LA is higher
than the LAFmax - 10 dB (A); PAJ (t) is the instantaneous
weighted value of the sound pressure;
Po 20 µPa represents the reference sound pressure;
LAeq.TI is the equivalent continuous level of weighted sound
pressure A of the i-th sound event.
LAFmax is the maximum sound pressure level in weighting
«A» curve, considering "Fast" time constant.
The aircraft noise
distinguished in:

measurement

systems

should

be
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a) assisted systems;
b) unassisted systems.
The assisted system is specific for measurements carried out
by mobile instrumentation in which a class 1 sound level meter
compliant with CEI 29-1 and CEI 29-10 standard may be used.
The unassisted system is specific for fixed monitoring
measurement. It must consist of a level analyzer, equipped
with an external microphone with a system of self-calibration. It
must have the possibility to automatically identify overflows
profiles, giving for each one the corresponding SEL value as
well.
The meteorological conditions during the noise level meter
measurements must be specified in the measurement report
and the measured values of temperature, air pressure,
humidity and wind speed as well.
The whole measurement system must be submitted to
verification of compliance with CEI 29-1, 29-10 and 29-14
standards, every two years.
Noise calculation models can be used to define noise
abatement procedures and acoustic characterization of airport
areas.
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S
P
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The RD1367/2007 annex 4 sets the general framework for noise
measurements on air traffic infrastructures. It only applies to new
transport infrastructures.
The index to be used is LAeq,T for day, evening and night periods.
For each period there are three separate limits. The first one
refers to long-term period (one year), the second one is 3 dBA
greater affecting to any daily value (the noisiest day). The third
limit can only be exceeded for 3% of the days, evening or nights
within a year.
No specific mention is made of the requirements stated in ISO
20906 (Unattended monitoring of aircraft sound in the vicinity of
airports), however, given the need to assess only the noise
produced by the infrastructure (mainly overflights), and to correct
for the background noise influence, it is common practice to follow
the bases in that international standard.

T
U
R
K
E
Y

For the determination of noise level coming from the airport,
RAMEN describes two methodologies which are based on the
computational and the measurement method.
In the scope of computational method for airport noise,
Regulation (RAMEN) refers to ECAC.CEAC Doc 29 Report on
Standard Method of Computing Noise Contours around Civil
Airports, 1997. (Of the different approaches to the modelling of
flight paths, the segmentation technique referred to in section 7.5
of ECAC.CEAC Doc. 29 is used)
However, when the source-based émission data could not be
accessed, then the measurement methodology shall be used
based on the immision values. In this extent, Regulation refers to
ISO 1996-2.
ISO 1996-2 states that measurements shall consist of the pass-by
noise from five or more of each type of aircraft contributing
significantly to the sound pressure level to be determined. Ensure
that traffic pattern (runway use, take-off and landing procedures,
air fleet mix, time-of day distribution of the traffic) is relevant for
the issue under consideration.
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5.4.

Noise measurement procedures - Railway Noise

ITALY

SPAIN

TURKEY

Noise measurements procedures and methodology
All investigations are carried out according to the
Ministerial Decree of 16 March 1998, Annex C, point 1,
previously reported.
The RD1367/2007 annex 4 sets the general framework
for noise measurements on rail infrastructures. It only
applies to new transport infrastructures.
The index to be used is LAeq,T for day, evening and night
periods. For each period there are three separate limits.
The first one refers to long-term period (one year), the
second one is 3 dBA greater affecting to any daily value
(the noisiest day). The third limit can only be exceeded for
3% of the days, evening or nights within a year.
For the determination of noise level coming from the rail
traffic noise, RAMEN describes two methodologies which
are based on the computational and the measurement
method.
In the scope of computational method for rail traffic noise,
Regulation (RAMEN) refers to The Netherlands national
computation method published in ‘Reken- en
Meetvoorschrift Railverkeerslawaai’ 96.
However, when the source-based emission data could not
be accessed, then the measurement methodology shall
be used. In this extent, Regulation refers to ISO 1996-2.
Measurement shall consist of the pass-by noise from at
least 20 trains. Each category of train potentially
contributing significantly to the overall Leq shall be
represented by at least five pass bys. If necessary
measurement shall be continued on a subsequent day.
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5.5.

Noise measurement procedures – Temporary activities

ITALY

Noise measurements procedures and
methodology
For temporary activities it is possible to ask for a noise
limit higher than for permanent activities.
The temporary limit will be considered as emission
limit of the activity as a whole. The measurement will
be performed on the facade of buildings more exposed
to noise from the considered source.
In the case of activities carried out indoors, the limit
will be verified inside the building most exposed to
noise and (if it is the case) structurally connected.
The measurement and reference parameter is the
equivalent level of weighted sound pressure A,
measured in accordance with the provisions of the
Ministry of the Environment Decree of 16 March 1998
"Sound detection and measurement techniques".

SPAIN

TURKEY

Time measurement must be at least 15 minutes;
results are eventually corrected with the penalties
provided from the previously mentioned decree.
Local regulations may establish mechanisms to
exempt certain temporary activities (construction
works, cultural, religious, etc.) from complying with the
limits, or to modify the limits upwards. However, no
specific assessment protocols are established for
these types of activities.
The measurements should be done in the scope of
ISO 1996-1 and ISO 1996-2.
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5.6.
Noise measurement procedures – Dancing and public
entertainment places

ITALY

Noise measurements procedures and methodology
Technician expert on acoustics prepares a report
indicating:
a) detailed list of the components of the sound system
(brand, model and serial numbers), with description of
settings normally used (to be carried out using pink
noise);
b) sound system settings corresponding to the maximum
sound emission without distortion or other anomalies;
c) description of noise level meter used for noise
measurements, complying with the standards EN
60651/1994 and EN 60804/1994;
d) the value of LAeq level, measured in the absence of a
public, measured for at least 60 seconds, in the position
where it assumes the maximum value, within the area
accessible to the public, at a height from the floor of 1.6
± 0.1 meters;
e) layout of the place, with indication of the area
accessible for the public, positions of loudspeakers and
the points of the measurement of LAeq level;
If the sound system is able to exceed the limits (102
dB(A) LASmax and 95 dB (A) LAeq), the Technician
expert on acoustics performs a new assessment,
according to the following specifications:
a) noise measurements for at least three minutes of the
LASmax level in the position where it assumes the
maximum value, inside the area accessible to the public,
at a height from the floor of 1.6 ± 0.1 meters;
b) measurements in N positions homogeneously
distributed in the area accessible to the public, for a
duration of at least 1 minute in each position, of LAeq, at
a height from the floor of 1.6 ± 0.1 meters;
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c) the overall LAeq level and the corresponding duration
T equal to:

where

is the measurement time equal to the sum of the i-esimi;
times used in the N positions to determine the
corresponding i-th levels LAeq, i.
The Technician expert on acoustics present a report
containing the assessment results and in particular:
a) a detailed list of the components of the sound system
(brand, model and serial numbers);
b) the sound signal and the setting of the sound system;
c) the number of people present in the place during the
noise measurements, expressed as a percentage of the
maximum capacity;
d) list of instruments used, complying with EN
60651/1994 and EN 60804/1994 standards;
e) values of the LASmax level, of the partial equivalent
levels LAeq, i,;
f) the layout of the place, with indication of the area
accessinle for the public, the positions of the
loudspeakers and the points of measurements of the
LAeq, i and LASmax levels.
If noise assessed levels are higher than the prescribed
limits, the manager of the place have to carry out all the
actions indicated by the Technician expert on acoustics
to impede the sound system exceeding the prescribed
limits.
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SPAIN

TURKEY

There are no specific clauses in state legislation for this
type of premises, so the inspection procedures
established are the same as for other types of activities,
industrial, commercial, or any other.
Some local regulations establish some additional
requirements for obtaining an activity license and,
among them, can be found the obligation to install an
acoustic limiter that monitors the sound level inside the
enclosure, and acts on the electroacoustic amplification
chain.
For the determination of noise level coming from the
entertainment
places,
RAMEN
describes
two
methodologies which are based on the computational
and the measurement method.
In the scope of computational method for
recreational/entertainment places as in the case of
industrial plants, RAMEN refers to ISO 9613-2 to obtain
the source emission data. In the scope of ISO 9613-2,
source emission data is obtained via the measurements
based on one of the standards TS ISO 8297, TS ISO
3744 and TS ISO 3746.
In the case of not obtaining the source emission data,
RAMEN refers to measurement methodology to achieve
the immision data by using the principles defined under
ISO 1996-1 and ISO 1996-2. RAMEN specifically states
that for recreational places, the assessments shall be
carried on the 1/3 octave bands and maximum working
conditions shall be taken into considerations.
When the purpose of the measurements is the audit of
activities, the operators or users of noise-generating
equipment, both outdoors and in establishments or
premises, shall provide the inspectors with access to
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their installations or noise emission sources and shall
make them available for operation at the different
speeds, loads or gears indicated by the inspectors, and
shall be able to witness the entire operating process.
The measurement of both the noise emitted and the
noise transmitted by the acoustic emitters shall be
carried out at the place where it is the highest. The
measurement of both the noise emitted to the external
environment of the acoustic areas and the noise emitted
to the internal environment of the buildings by the
acoustic emitters shall be carried out at the point of
assessment, where its value is the highest.
For the audit purpose, the measurement is taken from
the point where the complaint person mostly annoyed.
The measurement is carried on two times, one of them
is the case as the noise source is working and the other
one is the case as the noise source is not working (as
background noise level). After the computation, the
result are compared with the noise limits defined in
Regulation
For the preparing report for music allowance of
entertainment places, at least three LKeq,Ti ,
measurements of at least 5 minutes duration with
minimum time intervals of 5 minutes between each
measurement shall be made for each noise phase. The
measures shall be considered valid when the difference
between the extreme values obtained is less than or
equal to 5 dBA.
The each of three noise level measured at the point of
the closest sensitive usage is evaluated after the related
corrections
on
tonality,
low
frequency
and
impulsiveness, then the results are compared with the
noise limits according to the legislation.
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5.
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PERFORM NOISE MEASUREMENTS IN
EXAMPLE CASES
ITALY
NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON BUILDING FAÇADE
TARGET
Comparison with the zone limits deriving from
the acoustic zoning (DPCM 14/11/1997) or
specific implementation decrees for the noise
produced by the infrastructures within its own
Acoustic Bands close to the infrastructure.
SCOPE OF
For all sources
MEASURING
Sound level meter in class 1 (EN / IEC 61672,
INSTRUMENTS
ANSI S1.4-1983, ANSI S1.43-1997 EN /
IEC61260, etc.), acoustic calibrator in class 1 1
(EN 60942).
Calibration certificate of the instrumentation
(calibration required every 2 years)
Accessories: 1.5m and 5m stand, windproof
hood for outdoor measurements, microphone
extension cable.
INSTRUMENTS
Analysis in 1/3 octave frequency band (20 SETTING
20000 Hz) with acquisition of LZmin,FAST to verify
the presence of tonal components (DM
16/03/1998)
Acquisition time: in general 1 s to be able to
reprocess the Time History, 100 ms if it is
necessary to check or assume the presence of
impulsive components. (DM 16/03/1998)
MAIN
LAeq [dBA], L95, LZmin,FAST (for a single band in
REFERENCE
1/3 of an octave) to verify the presence of tonal
ACOUSTIC
components
PARAMETERS
(DM 16/03/1998)
LAImax, LASmax, LAFmax (100 ms) to verify the
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CALIBRATION

SCENARIO AND
MEASUREMENT
CONDITIONS
DEFINITION

ENVIRONMENT
CONFIGURATION
FOR MEASURE
POSITION OF THE
INSTRUMENT/OP
ERATOR

PERIODS AND
TIME OF
MEASURE

presence of impulsive components (DM
16/03/1998)
Calibration of the measuring chain is required
before and after each measuring cycle with the
following acceptability criterion: maximum
difference between the calibrations performed
before and after measurements equal to 0.5 dB
(DM 16/03/1998)
Measurements taken 1 meter from the receptor
façade (approximately near the windows) placed
in the most unfavorable propagation direction
with reference to the source under investigation.
By means of façade measurements in an
external environment it will not be possible to
detect the disturbance of the specific source that
propagates the noise by structural means.
Eventual measurements taken with source
switched on and switched off.
No human noise and absence of exceptional
noisy events around the area under
investigation.
At one meter from the façade with microphone
placed at the appropriate height in order to
detect the worst condition in relation to the
propagation of the source under investigation
and in reference to the disturbed receiver being
investigated.
In general, the measurement height is 4 m (this
height is explicitly referred for road and railway
infrastructures).
The operator must position himself at a distance
of not less than 3 m from the microphone.
Daytime period (06:00 am - 10:00 pm), nighttime
period (10:00 pm - 06:00 am).
Lden (continuously for 24 hours), Lday (06:00 am -
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LIMITS TO BE
RESPECTED

REPORT
ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS
TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATIONS

08:00 pm, Levening (08:00 pm – 10:00 pm), Lnight
(10:00 pm – 06:00 am) (in Italy there are no
limits for these descriptors).
The measurement time will be chosen in order
to correctly represent the disturbance of the
specific source under consideration in reference
to the type of noise and the stationarity of the
same.
Absolute
immission
limits
(relative
to
environmental noise, produced by all sources)
and / or emission limits (related to the
contribution of the specific source). These limits
are defined with reference to the Acoustic
Zoning (DPCM 14/11/1997) and refer to the
entire daytime reference period (06-22) or
nighttime (22-06) and provide for an energy
average over the entire period of reference.
Specific Limits are defined for infrastructures
within areas close to the infrastructures. These
limits are defined in specific implementing
decrees issued for each infrastructure, refer to
the entire daytime reference period (06-22) or
nighttime (22-06) and include an energy
average over the entire reference period.
Description of the scenario and measurement
context, description of the source under
investigation, identification of the limits of the
reference law.
Qualification of “Expert in Acoustics” according
to national requirements
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SOURCE
- (Determination of sound power level - ISO 3744 - 3746 standards)
TARGET
Determination of the sound power level by
comparison with regulatory limits or for use
in forecast evaluations
SCOPE OF

For machinery of various kinds. The
technical standards considered (ISO
3744/3746) are both based on sound
pressure measurements at the most points
around the machine placed over a reflecting
floor. The difference between the standard
ISO 3744 and 3746 is in the number of
measurement points (higher in the ISO
3744) and in the acceptability criteria (more
stringent in the ISO 3744). If the criteria
established by ISO 3744 are complied with,
the degree of precision in determining the
sound power level is greater.

MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

Sound level meter in class 1 (EN / IEC
61672, ANSI S1.4-1983, ANSI S1.43-1997
EN / IEC61260, etc.), acoustic calibrator in
class 1 (EN 60942).
Calibration certificate of the instrumentation
(calibration required every 2 years)
Accessories: 1.5m and 5m stand, windproof
hood
for
outdoor
measurements,
microphone extension cable, height 5m
stand
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INSTRUMENTS
SETTING

Analysis in 1/3 octave frequency band (20 20000 Hz) with acquisition of LZmin,FAST to
verify the presence of tonal components
(DM 16/03/1998)
Acquisition time: in general 1 s to be able to
reprocess the Time History, 100 ms if it is
necessary to check or assume the presence
of impulsive components. (DM 16/03/1998)

MAIN REFERENCE
DESCRIPTORS

LAeq [dBA]
LZmin,FAST [dBA] (for a single band in 1/3 of
an octave) to verify the presence of tonal
components
(DM 16/03/1998)
LAImax, LASmax, LAFmax (100 ms) to verify the
presence of impulsive components (DM
16/03/1998)
Calibration of the measuring chain is
required before and after each measuring
cycle with the following acceptability
criterion: maximum difference between the
calibrations performed before and after
equal to 0.5 dB (DM 16/03/1998)

CALIBRATION

SCENARIO AND
MEASUREMENT
CONDITIONS
DEFINITION

Source placed on a reflecting floor, outdoor
or indoor environments.
No noise produced by other sources or by
extraordinary events.
Measurements with source switched on and
off (to determine background noise level).
Measurements of reverberation time [T 30
(s)] in the case of indoor environments, or
definition of the reverberated energy of the
environment (parameter K2 technical
standard series UNI EN ISO 3744) through
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another procedure defined by the standard.
Definition of the scenario according to the
indications of the technical standard used
(ISO 3744/3746)
ENVIRONMENT
CONFIGURATION FOR
MEASURE

Setting
of
the
most
appropriate
measurement surface with reference to the
size, shape and position of the source. For
further details see technical standard ISO
3744/3746.

POSITION OF THE
INSTRUMENT

Identification of the measurement points in
order to detect the sound pressure levels in
any direction of propagation. For further
details see technical standard ISO
3744/3746.

PERIODS AND TIME
OF MEASURE

The measurement time is chosen in order to
represent the noise of the specific source
and its work cycle.

LIMITS TO BE
RESPECTED

Specifications indicated by the Customer or
defined by specific legislation (e.g. see
Legislative
Decree
262/2002,
the
implementation decree of Directive 2000/14
/ EC).

REPORT ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

Description of the measurement scenario
and
context,
description
of
the
measurement
procedure
adopted,
identification of the reference limits. For
further details see technical standard ISO
3744/3746.
Qualification of “Expert in Acoustics”
according to national requirements

TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATIONS
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NOISE MEASUREMENTS IN LIVING ENVIRONMENTS
TARGET
Differential limits
SCOPE OF
For all sources with the exception of road / railway
/ airport / sea infrastructure; activities and
behaviors not related to production, commercial
and professional needs; services and fixed
installations of the building used for common use
limited to the disturbance caused within the same
building.
MEASURING
Sound level meter in class 1 (EN / IEC 61672,
INSTRUMENTS
ANSI S1.4-1983, ANSI S1.43-1997 EN /
IEC61260, etc.), acoustic calibrator in class 1 1
(EN 60942).
Calibration certificate of the instrumentation
(calibration required every 2 years)
Accessories: height 1.5 m stand, microphone
extension cable
INSTRUMENTS
Analysis in 1/3 octave frequency band (20 - 20000
SETTING
Hz) with acquisition of LZmin,FAST to verify the
presence of tonal components (DM 16/03/1998)

MAIN
REFERENCE
DESCRIPTORS

Acquisition time: in general 1 s to be able to
reprocess the Time History, 100 ms if it is
necessary to check or assume the presence of
impulsive components. (DM 16/03/1998)
Differential level (Ld) defined as the arithmetic
difference between sound pressure level
measurements (by using LAeq parameter) of
environmental noise (the specific sourse is
switched on) and sound pressure level
measurements (by using LAeq parameter) of
background noise.
LAeq [dBA], L95 [dBA],
LZmin,FAST [dBA] (for a single band in 1/3 of an
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CALIBRATION

SCENARIO AND
MEASUREMENT
CONDITIONS
DEFINITION

ENVIRONMENT
CONFIGURATION
FOR MEASURE
POSITION OF THE
INSTRUMENT/
OPERATOR

PERIODS AND
TIME OF
MEASURE

octave) to verify the presence of tonal components
(DM 16/03/1998)
LAImax, LASmax, LAFmax (100 ms) to verify the
presence
of
impulsive
components
(DM
16/03/1998)
Calibration of the measuring chain is required
before and after each measuring cycle with the
following
acceptability
criterion:
maximum
difference between the calibrations performed
before and after equal to 0.5 dB (DM 16/03/1998)
Internal living space most disturbed by the specific
source under investigation.
Measurements taken with both open windows and
closed windows and selection of worst conditions
for evaluation.
Measurements taken with source switched on and
off.
No noise coming from the living room under
investigation.
In general, the microphone should be placed 1.5
m above the floor and at least 1 m away from
reflective surfaces. The operator must place
himself at a distance of not less than 3 m from the
microphone.
For measurements with open windows: 1 m from
the window.
For
closed
window
measurements:
the
microphone must be placed at the point where the
highest sound pressure level is detected.
Daytime period (06:00 am - 10:00 pm), nighttime
period (10:00 pm - 06:00 am).
The measurement time will be chosen in order to
correctly represent the disturbance of the specific
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source under consideration in reference to the
type of noise and the stationarity of the same,
normally the measurement time is not less than 10
minutes.
APPLICATION
THRESHOLDS

Applicability thresholds related to environmental
noise are foreseen. Below these thresholds "every
effect of noise is to be considered negligible" and
the differential criterion is therefore not applicable.
At the meantime the differential limits are not
applicable if all the following conditions are
verified:
a) if the environmental noise measured at open
windows scenario is less than 50 dB (A) during the
daytime period and 40 dB (A) during the nighttime
period;
b) if the environmental noise measured in closed
windows scenario is less than 35 dB (A) during the
daytime period and 25 dB (A) during the nighttime
period.
Moreover, differential limits are not applicable for
receivers placed in Class VI zones (“fully industrial
zones”).

LIMITS TO BE
RESPECTED

Differential limits in daytime period (+ 5 dBA) and
in nighttime period (+ 3 dBA) (DPCM 14/11/1997).
Description of the scenario and measurement
context, description of the source under
investigation, identification of the limits of the
reference law.

REPORT
ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATIONS

Qualification of “Expert in Acoustics” according to
national requirements
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TARGET

“MOVIDA” MEASURES/ TEMPORARY ACTIVITIES
Comparison with the zone limits deriving
from the acoustic classification (DPCM
14/11/1997) or with temporary limits granted
by way of derogation from the municipality.

SCOPE OF

Entertainment / movida / temporary events /
temporary activities (building sites)

INSTRUMENTATION

Sound level meter in class 1 (EN / IEC
61672, ANSI S1.4-1983, ANSI S1.43-1997
EN / IEC61260, etc.), acoustic calibrator in
class 1 (EN 60942).
Calibration certificate of the instrumentation
(calibration required every 2 years)
Accessories: 1.5 m and 5m stand, windproof
hood, microphone extension cable

INSTRUMENT SETTING

Analysis in 1/3 octave frequency band (20 20000 Hz) with acquisition of LZmin,FAST to
verify the presence of tonal components (DM
16/03/1998)
Acquisition time: in general 1 s to be able to
reprocess the Time History, 100 ms if it is
necessary to check or assume the presence
of impulsive components. (DM 16/03/1998)

MAIN REFERENCE
DESCRIPTORS

LAeq [dBA]
LZmin,FAST [dBA] (for a single band in 1/3 of an
octave) to verify the presence of tonal
components
(DM 16/03/1998)
LAImax, LASmax, LAFmax (100 ms) to verify the
presence of impulsive components (DM
16/03/1998)
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CALIBRATION

Calibration of the measuring chain is
required before and after each measuring
cycle with the following acceptability criterion:
maximum difference between the calibrations
performed before and after equal to 0.5 dB
(DM 16/03/1998)

SCENARIO AND
MEASUREMENT
CONDITIONS CHOICE

Without derogation
Indoor environment - see differential criteria
On the façade - see the LAeq measure on
the façade
With derogation
On the façade - see the LAeq measure on
the façade
Without derogation
Indoor environment - see differential criteria
On the façade - see the LAeq measure on
the façade
With derogation
On the façade - see the LAeq measure on
the façade
Without derogation
Indoor environment - see differential criteria
On the façade - see the LAeq measure on
the façade
With derogation
On the façade - see the LAeq measure on
the façade

ENVIRONMENT
CONFIGURATION FOR
MEASURE

POSITION OF THE
INSTRUMENT

PERIODS AND TIME OF
MEASURE

Without derogation
Indoor environment - see differential criteria
On the façade - see the LAeq measure on
the façade
With derogation
On the façade - see the LAeq measure on
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the façade (in this case, however, the LAeq
parameter is related to the most critical
period, considering a measurement lasting of
15 minutes selected when noise levels are
higher)
LIMITS TO RESPECT

Without derogation
indoor environment:
Differential limits in daytime period (+ 5dBA)
and in nighttime period (+ 3dBA) (DPCM
14/11/1997).
façade:
Absolute immission limits and / or emission
limits with reference to the Zone Acoustic
Class (DPCM 14/11/1997).
With derogation:
Limits identified by the municipal regulation
of noisy activities. The limits granted in
simplified derogation are equal to 70 dBA (in
the daytime) and 60 dBA (in the nighttime
period from 10.00 up to 12.00 pm) in the
façade. In general, the derogation from the
differential criterion is implicit in the granting
of the derogation.

REPORT ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

Time and duration of the various noisy
activities, description of the measurement
scenario and conditions of the survey,
identification of the reference limits.

TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATIONS

Technical Expert on Acoustics
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SPAIN
NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON BUILDING FAÇADE
(AUDIT FOR ACTIVITIES, INCLUDING MOVIDA and TEMPORARY
ACTIVITIES)
TARGET

Determine whether the acoustic emissions
produced by the assessed activity exceed
permissible limits, as established for the
acoustic zone. It includes bars, pubs,
restaurants or any other activity (temporary
activities are included)
Only the noise produced by the specific activity
under study has to be assessed.

SCOPE OF

Activities and port noise (road, rail and air
traffic infrastructures excluded)

MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

Sound level meter class 1, Sound calibrator
class 1, Verification certificate of the
instruments (every year), Windproff hood for
outdoor measurements.

INSTRUMENTS
SETTING

A-weighted equivalent continuous sound level
Analysis in 1/3 octave frequency bands to
verify the presence of tonal components.
Analysis of A and C weighted Leq to verify the
presence of low frequency components.
Analysis of impulse time weighting to verify the
presence of impulsive components.

MAIN
REFERENCE
ACOUSTIC
PARAMETERS

LAeq,5s to determine the noisiest time interval
LAeq,x to determine noise level in the reference
interval (day, evening, night). This is an
assessment of each full period, considering
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the different stages of functioning of the
activity along that interval.
LAIeq, LAeq to determine the presence of
impulsive components
LCeq, and LAeq to determine the presence of low
frequency noise
The assessment has to be done for each time
interval. Under specific circumstances, it could
be possible to assess an interval with the
measurements obtained during a different time
period (for instance, to reduce the influence of
background noise).
CALIBRATION

Before and after each measurement, an
acoustic check of the measurement chain shall
be carried out by means of a sound calibrator,
ensuring that the deviation does not exceed in
more than 0,3 dB from the initial reference
value.

SCENARIO AND
MEASUREMENT
CONDITIONS
DEFINITION

The audit will be performed at the receptor, in
the location where the noise emissions are
higher.
The influence of the background/residual noise
must be excluded (a background noise
correction method is established).
Only incident sound must be considered,
therefore the measurement must be corrected
to exclude the reflective effect that the facade
may have.
The influence of background noise in the
measurement must be minimized, and a
background noise correction applied, since
only the noise produced by the specific activity
under study has to be assessed.

ENVIRONMENT
CONFIGURATION
FOR MEASURE

POSITION OF THE

In the position where the noise level is higher,
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INSTRUMENT/OP
ERATOR

PERIODS AND
TIME OF
MEASURE

considering that the minimum height is 1.5m.
Only incident sound must be considered,
therefore effect of the reflection on the façade
must be excluded. There is not any
requirement regarding the distance to the
façade in this specific audit (a 1,2 m distance
is suggested for the measurement of total
noise).
There are three reference time intervals: day
(07:00-19:00), evening (19:00-23:00), night
(23:00-07:00).
The assessment has to be done for each time
interval. Under specific circumstances, it could
be possible to assess an interval with the
measurements obtained during a different time
period (for instance, to reduce the influence of
background noise).

LIMITS TO BE
RESPECTED

For each acoustic zone, there are two different
limits, for each time interval (day, evening,
night):
The first limit is set for the LAeq,5s
measurements.
The second limit is set for the LAeq of
the period (Ld, Le, Ln)

REPORT
ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

Description of the scenario and source
condition. Description of the measurement
records, and the assessment indicators.
Identification of the limits to be applied
according to the acoustic zoning and type of
source.

TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATIONS

Not applied
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NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON BUILDING FAÇADE (NEW ROAD,
RAIL, AIR TRANSPORT INFRASTUCTURES)
TARGET
Determine whether the acoustic emissions
produced by the assessed infrastructure exceed
permissible limits, as established for the acoustic
zone.
Only the noise produced by the specific source
under study has to be assessed.
SCOPE OF
Road, rail and air traffic infrastructures excluded
MEASURING
Sound level meter class 1
INSTRUMENT Sound calibrator class 1
S
Verification certificate of the instruments (every
year)
Windproof hood for outdoor measurements.
INSTRUMENT A-weighted equivalent continuous sound level
S SETTING
Analysis in 1/3 octave frequency bands to verify the
presence of tonal components.
Analysis of A and C weighted Leq to verify the
presence of low frequency components.
Analysis of impulse time weighting to verify the
presence of impulsive components.
MAIN
LAmax to determine the maximum of the noisiest
REFERENCE
noise event (only applied to rail and airport noise)
ACOUSTIC
PARAMETER LAeq,x to determine noise level in the reference
S
interval (day, evening, night). This is an
assessment of the cumulated sound level of each
full period, considering the different stages of
functioning of the activity along that interval. The
influence of the residual noise (source produced by
anything but the audited source) has to be removed
from the assessment since only the cumulated
levels from the source have to be considered.
The assessment has to be done for each time
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interval.
CALIBRATION

SCENARIO
AND
MEASUREMEN
T CONDITIONS
DEFINITION

ENVIRONMEN
T
CONFIGURATI
ON FOR
MEASURE

POSITION OF
THE
INSTRUMENT/
OPERATOR

PERIODS
AND TIME OF
MEASURE

Before and after each measurement, an acoustic
check of the measurement chain shall be carried
out by means of a sound calibrator, ensuring that
the deviation does not exceed in more than 0,3 dB
from the initial reference value.
The audit will be performed at the receptor, in the
location where the noise emissions are higher.
Only incident sound must be considered, therefore
the measurement must be corrected to exclude the
reflective effect that the facade may have.
There is no explicit mention of background noise
correction in this type of inspection. However, since
this is an assessment of the noise emitted by the
source, it is assumed that the influence of the
background noise must be eliminated (as is done in
the case of inspection of port activities or
infrastructure).
The influence of background noise in the
measurement must be removed.
Background noise measurements are usually
difficult to perform. In the case of rail or airport
noise assessment measurements are based on the
detection and measurement of sound events.
In the position where the noise level is higher,
considering that the minimum height is 1.5m.
Only incident sound must be considered, therefore
effect of the reflection on the façade must be
excluded. There is not any requirement regarding
the distance to the façade in this specific audit (a
1,2 m distance is suggested for the measurement
of total noise).
There are three reference time intervals: day
(07:00-19:00), evening (19:00-23:00), night (23:0007:00).
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LIMITS TO BE
RESPECTED

REPORT
ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATIO
NS

The assessment has to be done for each time
interval. Under specific circumstances, it could be
possible to assess an interval with the
measurements obtained during a different time
period (for instance, to reduce the influence of
background noise).
Depending on the acoustic zoning, the limit for
each interval (day, evening, night) is set in terms of
LAeq of the period (Ld, Le, Ln).
In the case of railway and airport noise, there is an
additional limit, for the maximum level of each of
the periods (LAmax)
Description of the secenario and source condition.
Description of the measurement records, and the
assessment indicators.
Identification of the limits to be applied accrding to
the acoustic zoning and type of source.
Not applied
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OVERALL ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MEASUREMENTS OUTDOORS
(ON BUILDING FAÇADE, OR ANY LOCATION WITHIN AN ACOUSTIC
ZONE)

TARGET

SCOPE OF

MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

INSTRUMENTS
SETTING
MAIN REFERENCE
ACOUSTIC
PARAMETERS
CALIBRATION

SCENARIO AND
MEASUREMENT
CONDITIONS
DEFINITION

ENVIRONMENT
CONFIGURATION

Determine whether the overall acoustic
environment complies with the reference
levels defined for the area).
Environmental noise produced by the
contribution of all the noise sources in the
area. None of these sources are audited.
The zone’s acoustic quality is audited.
Sound level meter class 1
Sound calibrator class 1
Verification certificate of the instruments
(every year)
Windproof hood for outdoor measurements.
A-weighted equivalent continuous sound
level
LAeq,x to determine noise level in the
reference interval (day, evening, night).
Before and after each measurement, an
acoustic check of the measurement chain
shall be carried out by means of a sound
calibrator, ensuring that the deviation does
not exceed in more than 0,3 dB from the
initial reference value.
The measurement will be performed at any
receptor location in the zone.
In the case of façade measurements, only
the incident sound must be considered,
therefore the measurement must be
corrected to exclude the reflective effect that
the facade may have.
Regular setup of the noise sources in the
area.
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FOR MEASURE
POSITION OF THE
INSTRUMENT/OPERA
TOR

PERIODS AND TIME
OF MEASURE

LIMITS TO BE
RESPECTED

REPORT ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATIONS

Although other heights are possible, the
noise measurements must be referred to a
location at a 4m height.
In the case of façade measurements, only
the incident sound must be considered,
therefore the measurement must be
corrected to exclude the reflective effect that
the facade may have. The measurement
point must be at a distance of 1.2m from the
facade.
There are three reference time intervals: day
(07:00-19:00), evening (19:00-23:00), night
(23:00-07:00).
The assessment has to be done for each
time interval.
For each acoustic zone, and each references
interval (day, evening, night) there are two
different limits:
The first limit is set for the long term
LAeq,x of each period
The second limit is 2 dB higher than
the previous, a value that can not be
exceeded by 97% of the daily values
Therefore, there is a yearly limit that cannot
be exceeded, but a few daily values can
exceed this limit by 3 dBA or more.
Description of the scenario and source
condition. Description of the measurement
records, and the assessment indicators.
Identification of the limits to be applied
according to the acoustic zoning.
Not applied
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OVERALL ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MEASUREMENTS INDOORS
Determine whether the overall acoustic
environment in a room complies with the
reference levels defined for the type of room.

TARGET

SCOPE OF

Environmental noise produced by the
contribution of all the noise sources in the
room. None of the sources are audited, but
the cumulated effect of all of them. It includes
noise from interior sources.

MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

Sound level meter class 1
Sound calibrator class 1
Verification certificate of the instruments
(every year)

INSTRUMENTS
SETTING

A-weighted equivalent continuous sound
level

MAIN REFERENCE
ACOUSTIC
PARAMETERS
CALIBRATION

LAeq,x to determine noise level in the
reference interval (day, evening, night).

SCENARIO AND
MEASUREMENT
CONDITIONS
DEFINITION
ENVIRONMENT
CONFIGURATION FOR

The measurement will be performed with
windows and doors closed.

Before and after each measurement, an
acoustic check of the measurement chain
shall be carried out by means of a sound
calibrator, ensuring that the deviation does
not exceed in more than 0,3 dB from the
initial reference value.

Regular setup of the noise sources in the
area.
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MEASURE
POSITION OF THE
INSTRUMENT/OPERAT
OR

PERIODS AND TIME OF
MEASURE

LIMITS TO BE
RESPECTED

The audit will be performed at a distance
about 1.5m from the window, and at least,
1m from the walls or any other surface, at a
height between 1.2 and 1.5m. When
possible, at least three measurement
positions will be selected inside the room. If
this is not possible, the measurements will be
performed in the center of the room.
There are three reference time intervals: day
(07:00-19:00), evening (19:00-23:00), night
(23:00-07:00).
The assessment has to be done for each
time interval.
For each acoustic zone, and each references
interval (day, evening, night) there are two
different limits:
The first limit is set for the long term
LAeq,x of each period
The second limit is 2 dB higher than
the previous, a value that cannot be
exceeded by 97% of the daily values
Therefore, there is a yearly limit that cannot
be exceeded, but a few daily values can
exceed this limit by 3 dBA or more.

REPORT ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

Description of the scenario and source
condition. Description of the measurement
records, and the assessment indicators.
Identification of the limits to be applied
according to the room type.

TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATIONS

Not applied
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NOISE MEASUREMENTS INDOORS
(AUDIT FOR ACTIVITIES, INCLUDING MOVIDA and
TEMPORARY ACTIVITIES)
TARGET
Determine whether the acoustic emissions
produced by the assessed activity exceed
permissible limits, as established for the
acoustic zone. It includes bars, pubs,
restaurants or any other activity (temporary
activities are included)
Only the noise produced by the specific
activity under study has to be assessed.
SCOPE OF

MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

INSTRUMENTS
SETTING

Adjacent activities (sound transmissions
through interior partitions in the building,
the rest of activities are assessed
outdoors).
Sound level meter class 1
Sound calibrator class 1
Verification certificate of the instruments
(every year)
A-weighted equivalent continuous sound
level
Analysis in 1/3 octave frequency bands to
verify the presence of tonal components.
Analysis of A and C weighted Leq to verify
the presence of low frequency components.
Analysis of impulse time weighting to verify
the presence of impulsive components.
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MAIN
REFERENCE
ACOUSTIC
PARAMETERS

LAeq,5s to determine the noisiest time
interval
LAeq,x to determine noise level in the
reference interval (day, evening, night).
This is an assessment of each full period,
considering the different stages of
functioning of the activity along that interval.
LAIeq, LAeq to determine the presence of
impulsive components
LCeq, and LAeq to determine the presence of
low frequency noise
The assessment has to be done for each
time interval. Under specific circumstances,
it could be possible to assess an interval
with the measurements obtained during a
different time period (for instance, to reduce
the influence of background noise).

CALIBRATION

Before and after each measurement, an
acoustic check of the measurement chain
shall be carried out by means of a sound
calibrator, ensuring that the deviation does
not exceed in more than 0,3 dB from the
initial reference value.

SCENARIO AND
MEASUREMENT
CONDITIONS
DEFINITION

The audit will be performed with windows
and doors closed.
The influence of the background/residual
noise must be excluded (a background
noise correction method is established).
The influence of background noise in the
measurement must be minimized, and a
background noise correction applied, since
only the noise produced by the specific

ENVIRONMENT
CONFIGURATION
FOR MEASURE
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POSITION OF THE
INSTRUMENT/OP
ERATOR

PERIODS AND
TIME OF
MEASURE

LIMITS TO BE
RESPECTED

REPORT
ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATIONS

activity under study has to be assessed.
The audit will be performed at a distance
about 1.5m from the window, and at least,
1m from the walls or any other surface, at a
height between 1.2 and 1.5m. When
possible, at least three measurement
positions will be selected inside the room. If
this is not possible, the measurements will
be performed in the center of the room.
There are three reference time intervals:
day (07:00-19:00), evening (19:00-23:00),
night (23:00-07:00).
The assessment has to be done for each
time interval. Under specific circumstances,
it could be possible to assess an interval
with the measurements obtained during a
different time period (for instance, to reduce
the influence of background noise).
Depending on the acoustic zoning, there
are two different limits, for eah time interval
(day, evening, night):
The first limit is set for the LAeq,5s
measurements.
The second limit is set for the LAeq
of the period (Ld, Le, Ln)
Description of the scenario and source
condition. Description of the measurement
records, and the assessment indicators.
Identification of the limits to be applied
according to the acoustic zoning and type
of source.
Not applied
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
SOURCE - (Determination of sound power level - ISO 3744 - 3746
standards)
TARGET
Determination of the sound power level by
comparison with regulatory limits or for use in
forecast evaluations
SCOPE OF
For machinery of various kinds. The
technical
standards
considered
(ISO
3744/3746) are both based on sound
pressure measurements at the most points
around the machine placed over a reflecting
floor. The difference between the standard
ISO 3744 and 3746 is in the number of
measurement points (higher in the ISO 3744)
and in the acceptability criteria (more
stringent in the ISO 3744). If the criteria
established by ISO 3744 are complied with,
the degree of precision in determining the
sound power level is greater.
MEASURING
Sound level meter in class 1 (EN / IEC
INSTRUMENTS
61672, ANSI S1.4-1983, ANSI S1.43-1997
EN / IEC61260, etc.), acoustic calibrator in
class 1 (EN 60942).
1/1 and 1/3 octave band filters (IEC 61260)
Accessories: windproof hood for outdoor
measurements, microphone extension cable
Sound analyzers are not explicitly considered
in metrology regulation, therefore no
calibration period is considered.
Sound level meters and sound calibrators
have to be verified every year.
INSTRUMENTS

Analysis in 1/3 octave frequency band (100 -
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SETTING
MAIN REFERENCE
DESCRIPTORS

10000 Hz)
LWA [dBA]

CALIBRATION

Calibration of the measuring chain is
required before and after each measuring
cycle with the following acceptability criterion:
maximum difference between the calibrations
performed before and after equal to 0.5 dB

SCENARIO AND
MEASUREMENT
CONDITIONS
DEFINITION

Source placed on a reflecting floor, outdoor
or indoor environments.
No noise produced by other sources or by
extraordinary events.
Measurements with source switched on and
off (to determine background noise level).
Measurements of reverberation time [T 30 (s)]
in the case of indoor environments, or
definition of the reverberated energy of the
environment
(parameter
K2
technical
standard series UNI EN ISO 3744) through
another procedure defined by the standard.
Definition of the scenario according to the
indications of the technical standard used
(ISO 3744/3746)

ENVIRONMENT
CONFIGURATION
FOR MEASURE
POSITION OF THE

LZeq [dB] (for a single band in 1/3 of an
octave)

For some types of machinery, specific
operating conditions are specified, including
application mounts or work cycles.
Setting of the most appropriate measurement
surface with reference to the size, shape and
position of the source. For further details see
technical standard ISO 3744/3746.
Identification of the measurement points in
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INSTRUMENT

PERIODS AND
TIME OF MEASURE
LIMITS TO BE
RESPECTED

REPORT
ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATIONS

order to detect the sound pressure levels in
any direction of propagation. For further
details
see
technical
standard
ISO
3744/3746.
The measurement time is chosen in order to
represent the noise of the specific source
and its work cycle.
Specifications indicated by the Customer or
defined by specific legislation (e.g. see RD
212/2002, the implementation decree of
Directive 2000/14 / EC).
Description of the measurement scenario
and context, description of the measurement
procedure adopted, identification of the
reference limits. For further details see
technical standard ISO 3744/3746.
None
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TURKEY
NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON BUILDING FAÇADE
(For the entertainment places, manufacturers, workplaces not
directly connected/structured to the exposed building) Outdoor
measurements
TARGET

Comparison with the noise limit values based on
the differential level with the background noise,
which are defined in Regulation on Assessment
and management of Environmental Noise
(RAMEN) (04/06/2010 – O.G: 27601).

SCOPE OF

For the entertainment places, manufacturers,
workplaces etc. not directly connected to the
exposed building

MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

Sound level meter in class 1 (EN / IEC 61672)
Acoustic calibrator in class 1 (EN 60942).
Calibration certificate of the instrumentation
Calibration required every 2 years for sound level
meter and every year for calibrator.
Accessories: 1.5m tripod, windproof hood for
outdoor measurements, microphone extension
cable, movable printers (for governmental audit
officer), data transfer cable.

INSTRUMENTS
SETTING

If the measurement is carried on for audit purpose
in noise complaints;
Based on the noise type, selection of time
weighting
Fast (F)/ Slow (S)/ Impulsive (I)
To verify the low frequency components
AWeighting sound pressure level- LAeq
C - Weighting sound pressure level - LCeq
If the measurement is carried on for preparing
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noise level assessment report, the followings are
also take into consideration
-To verify the tonal components, analysis 1/3 oktav
band - LZmin,FAST
To verify the low frequency components, LAeq and
LCeq
To verify the impulsive components, LC
max, , LFmax, LAImax
To make the “Back erase/Pause”menü
open for preventing the unusual sound events.
Selecting the noise measurement time as
minimum 5 minutes.
MAIN
REFERENCE
ACOUSTIC
PARAMETERS
CALIBRATION

LAeq [dBA) ve LCeq [dBC]
LZmin,FAST (for a single band in 1/3 of an octave)
LAImax, LASmax, LAFmax , LC max,

SCENARIO AND
MEASUREMENT
CONDITIONS
DEFINITION

The facade mostly disturbed by the specific noise
source under investigation. This is the facade of the
receptor who is complaining from that noise.
Measurement taken with noise source switched on
and off.
Background noise level correction and facade
reflection taken into consideration during the
measurements.
No human noise and absence of extraordinary
sounds such as dog barking, ambulance etc.
No rainy weather
Wind speed under 5m/s

ENVIRONMENT
CONFIGURATIO
N FOR
MEASURE

Calibration of measuring chain is required before
and after each measuring cycle,
Acceptability
criterion:
maximum
difference
between the calibrations performed before and
after measurements equal to 0.6 dB
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POSITION OF
THE
INSTRUMENT/
OPERATOR

PERIODS AND
TIME OF
MEASURE

LIMITS TO BE
RESPECTED

REPORT
ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATIO
NS

At 3 - 3,5 m. from the receptor façade mostly
disturbed from the noise source under investigation
If there is no sufficient place, it should be min. 1 m.
From the facade and reflection correction should be
done as 2.5 dB.
Microphone height is minimum 1,2 – 1,5 m
The measurement time will be chosen in order to
correctly represent the disturbance of the specific
source under consideration in reference to the type
of noise and the stationarity of the same.
The measurement time is minimum 5 minutes.
The noise limits is based on the difference between
the background noise and the immision noise level of
the spesific noise source under investigation.
LAeq [dBA) ve LCeq [dBC] LC max
Articles from 22 to 24 of RAMEN
Description of the scenario and measurement
context, description of the noise source (capacity,
working periods, position) under investigation
Presenting of the noise measurement data and
conditions
Identification of the limit values and comparison with
the reference law.
Calibration certificates of sound level meters and
calibrators.
For measurement staff;
Certificate on Environmental Noise training (A1 or
A2)
For measurement laboratory;
Qualification Certificate (including the regarding
international noise measurement standards)

Note: The detail information on environmental noise measurements is given
from the documents in references.
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NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON BUILDING FAÇADE
(For the Audits of Industrial Plants and Road and Rail Traffic)
Outdoor measurements
TARGET
Determine whether the noise levels produced by
the industrial plants and from the road and rail
traffic exceed the permissible noise limit
values, as established in Regulation on
assessment and management of Environmental
Noise (RAMEN) (04/06/2010 – O.G: 27601)
SCOPE OF

MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

INSTRUMENTS
SETTING

For Industrial Plants identified in Regulation on
Environmental Permits and License and Road
/Rail Traffic
Sound level meter in class 1 (EN / IEC 61672,
Acoustic calibrator in class 1 (EN 60942).
Calibration certificate of the instrumentation
Calibration required every 2 years for sound
level meter and every year for calibrator.
Accessories: 1.5m tripod, windproof hood for
outdoor measurements, microphone extension
cable, movable printers (for governmental audit
officer), data transfer cable.
Based on the noise type, selection of time
weighting
Fast (F)/ Slow (S)/ Impulsive (I)
To verify the low frequency components
AWeighting sound pressure level, LAeq
C - Weighting sound pressure level - LCeq
To verify the tonal components, analysis 1/3
oktav band - LZmin,FAST
To
verify
the
low
frequency
components, LAeq and LCeq
To verify the impulsive components, LC max, ,
LFmax, LAImax
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MAIN
REFERENCE
ACOUSTIC
PARAMETERS

To make the “Back erase/Pause”menü open for
preventing the unusual sound events.
LAeq [dBA) in reference time periods for day,
evening and night noise levels
Lday, Levening and Lnight
LZmin,FAST (for a single band in 1/3 of an octave)
LAImax, LASmax, LAFmax , LC max,

CALIBRATION

Calibration of measuring chain is required
before and after each measuring cycle,
Acceptability
criterion:
maximum
difference between the calibrations performed
before and after measurements equal to 0.6 dB
SCENARIO AND
MEASUREMENT
CONDITIONS
DEFINITION

ENVIRONMENT
CONFIGURATIO
N FOR
MEASURE
POSITION OF
THE
INSTRUMENT/O
PERATOR

The facade mostly disturbed by the specific
noise source under investigation. This is the
facade of the receptor who is complaining from
that noise.
Measurement taken with noise source switched
on and off.
Background noise level correction and facade
reflection taken into consideration during the
measurements.
No human noise and absence of extraordinary
sounds such as dog barking, ambulance etc.
No rainy weather
Wind speed under 5m/s
At 3 - 3,5 m. from the receptor façade mostly
disturbed from the noise source under
investigation
If there is no sufficient place, it should
be min. 1 m. From the facade and reflection
correction should be done as 2.5 dB.
Microphone height is minimum 1,2 – 1,5 m
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PERIODS AND
TIME OF
MEASURE

There are three reference time intervals as
following;
Day period (07.00 -19.00)
Evening period (19.00-23:00)
Night period (23:00- 07:00)
The evaluations should be done to represent for
each time interval.

LIMITS TO BE
RESPECTED

REPORT
ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATION
S

The noise limits as LAeq is based on
-the category of area the noise source is located
and
- the time period
L day, Levening and Lnight as dB(A)
Articles from 18 to 22 of RAMEN
Description of the scenario and measurement
context, description of the noise source
(capacity, working periods, position)
under
investigation
Presenting of the noise measurement data and
conditions
Identification of the limit values and comparison
with the reference law.
Calibration certificates of sound level meters
and calibrators.
For measurement staff;
Certificate on Environmental Noise Training (A1A2 and B1-B2))
For measurement laboratory;
Qualification Certificate (including the regarding
international noise measurement standards)

Note: The detail information on environmental noise measurements is
given from the documents in references.
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NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON BUILDING FAÇADE
(For the entertainment places, manufacturers, workplaces
adjacent to the exposed building)
Indoor measurements
TARGET

Comparison with the noise limit values based
on the differential level with the background
noise, which are defined in Regulation on
Assessment and management of Environmental
Noise (RAMEN) (04/06/2010 – O.G: 27601)

SCOPE OF

For the entertainment places, manufacturers,
workplaces etc. directly connected to
the
exposed building/in the same building

MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

Sound level meter in class 1 (EN / IEC 61672,
Acoustic calibrator in class 1 (EN 60942).
Calibration certificate of the instrumentation
Calibration required every 2 years for sound
level meter and every year for calibrator.
Accessories: 1.5m tripod, windproof hood for
outdoor measurements, microphone extension
cable, movable printers (for governmental audit
officer), data transfer cable.

INSTRUMENTS
SETTING

If the measurement is carried on for audit
purpose in noise complaints;
Based on the noise type, selection of
time weighting
Fast (F)/ Slow (S)/ Impulsive (I)
To verify the low frequency components
AWeighting sound pressure level, LAeq
C - Weighting sound pressure level - LCeq
If the measurement is carried on for preparing
noise level assessment report, the followings
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MAIN
REFERENCE
ACOUSTIC
PARAMETERS
CALIBRATION

are also take into consideration
To verify the tonal components, analysis 1/3
oktav band - LZmin,FAST
To verify the low frequency components, LAeq
and LCeq
To verify the impulsive components, LC max, ,
LFmax, LAImax
To make the “Back erase/Pause”menü open for
preventing the unusual sound events.
Selecting the noise measurement time as
minimum 5 minutes.
(The equations on time period given in ISO 1996
½ has to be taken into consideration)
LAeq [dBA) ve LCeq [dBC]
LZmin,FAST (for a single band in 1/3 of an octave)
LAImax, LASmax, LAFmax , LC max,

Calibration of measuring chain is
required before and after each measuring cycle,
Acceptability
criterion:
maximum
difference between the calibrations performed
before and after measurements equal to 0.6 dB
SCENARIO AND
MEASUREMENT
CONDITIONS
DEFINITION

ENVIRONMENT
CONFIGURATIO
N FOR
MEASURE

The living room mostly disturbed by the
spesific noise source under investigation.
Measurement taken with noise source
switched on and off.
Background noise level correction and
facade reflection taken into consideration during
the measurements.
No human noise and absence of
extraordinary sounds such as dog barking, TV
or telephone etc.
No rainy weather
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POSITION OF
THE
INSTRUMENT/O
PERATOR

PERIODS AND
TIME OF
MEASURE

LIMITS TO BE
RESPECTED

Wind speed under 5m/s
Neighbor activities at normal conditions

At min. 0.5 – 1.0 m. from the facades
and 1.0-1.5 from the windows mostly disturbed
from the noise source under investigation
Microphone height is minimum 1,2 – 1,5
m
The measurement time will be chosen in
order to correctly represent the disturbance of
the specific source under consideration in
reference to the type of noise and the
stationarity of the same.
The measurement time is minimum 5
mini
The noise limits is based on the
differential level between the background noise
and the immesion noise level of the specific
noise source under investigation.
LAeq [dBA) ve LCeq [dBC] , LC max
Articles from 22 to 24 of RAMEN
For the level of environmental noise
emitted from each enterprice, facility, factory
and similar enterprises which continue
activities in a way that could affect noisesensitive uses near, adjacent to, above or below
the uses through air or transmitted to the
sensitive uses through partition elements,
flooring elements, ceilings or adjacent walls
shall not exceed the background noise level
more than 5 dBA in Leq.
For entertainment places;
The environmental noise from entertainment
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venue/s adjacent to the exposed building shall
not exceed the background noise level in the
exposed building in Leq.
The environmental noise from entertainment
venue not adjacent to the exposed building shall
not exceed the background noise level in the
exposed building more than 5 dBA and 7 dBC in
Leq.
The total level of environmental noise emitted
from more than one entertainment venue shall
not exceed the background noise level more
than the range of 7-10 dBA and 9-12 dBC in Leq.

REPORT
ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

Description of the scenario and measurement
context, description of the noise source
(capacity, working periods, position)
under
investigation
Presenting of the noise measurement data and
conditions
Identification of the limit values and comparison
with the reference law.
Calibration certificates of sound level meters
and calibrators.

TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATION
S

For measurement staff;
Certificate on Environmental Noise training (A1
or A2)
For measurement laboratory;
Qualification Certificate (including the regarding
internatonal noise measurement standards)
Note: The detail information on environmental noise measurements is given
from the documents in references.
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“MOVIDA” MEASURES/ TEMPORARY ACTIVITIES
(Audits for Construction Activities)- Outdoor measurements
TARGET

SCOPE OF

Determine whether the noise levels produced by
the construction sites exceed the permissible
noise limit values, as established in Regulation
on
Assessment
and
Management
of
Environmental Noise (RAMEN) (04/06/2010 –
O.G: 27601)
“Construction sites” are identified the temporary
activities in RAMEN.
The noise limit values are not identified for the
temporary activities like concerts, meetings, or
street weddings in the scope of regulation. There
is only restriction for the activity time and place
rather than the noise limit value.

MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

Sound level meter in class 1 (EN / IEC 61672,
Acoustic calibrator in class 1 (EN 60942).
Calibration certificate of the instrumentation
Calibration required every 2 years for sound level
meter and every year for calibrator.
Accessories: 1.5m tripod, windproof hood for
outdoor measurements, microphone extension
cable, movable printers (for governmental audit
officer), data transfer cable.

INSTRUMENTS
SETTING

Based on the noise type, selection of time
weighting
Fast (F)/ Slow (S)/ Impulsive (I)
To verify the low frequency components
AWeighting sound pressure level, LAeq
C - Weighting sound pressure level - LCeq
To verify the tonal components, analysis
1/3 oktav band - LZmin,FAST
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MAIN
REFERENCE
ACOUSTIC
PARAMETERS

To verify the low frequency components,
LAeq and LCeq
To verify the impulsive components, LC
max, , LFmax, LAImax
To make the “Back erase/Pause”menü
open for preventing the unusual sound events.
LAeq [dBA) in reference time periods for day,
evening and night noise levels
Lday, Levening and Lnight
LZmin,FAST (for a single band in 1/3 of an octave)
LAImax, LASmax, LAFmax , LC max,

CALIBRATION

Calibration of measuring chain is required
before and after each measuring cycle,
Acceptability criterion: maximum difference
between the calibrations performed before and
after measurements equal to 0.6 dB
SCENARIO
AND
MEASUREMEN
T CONDITIONS
DEFINITION

ENVIRONMEN
T
CONFIGURATI
ON FOR
MEASURE
POSITION OF
THE
INSTRUMENT/
OPERATOR

The facade mostly disturbed by the specific
noise source under investigation. This is the facade
of the receptor who is complaining from that noise.
Measurement taken with noise source switched on
and off.
Background noise level correction and facade
reflection taken into consideration during the
measurements.
No human noise and absence of extraordinary
sounds such as dog barking, ambulance etc.
No rainy weather
Wind speed under 5m/s
At 3 - 3,5 m. from the receptor façade mostly
disturbed from the noise source under investigation
If there is no sufficient place, it should be min. 1 m.
From the facade and reflection correction should be
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PERIODS AND
TIME OF
MEASURE

LIMITS TO BE
RESPECTED

REPORT
ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATIO
NS

done as 2.5 dB.
Microphone height is minimum 1,2 – 1,5 m
There are three reference time intervals as
following;
Day period (07.00 -19.00)
Evening period (19.00-23:00)
Night period (23:00- 07:00)
The evaluations should be done to represent for
each time interval.
The noise limits as LAeq is based on the time
period (Articles 23 of RAMEN)
For the construction activities for the public
beneficial use
Levening and Lnight
For the other construction activities
L day as dB(A) and there is no allowance to work in
evening and night time period.
The restrictions/ allowance procedures of
Municipality legal statements should be taken into
consideration.
Description of the scenario and measurement
context, description of the noise source (capacity,
working periods, position) under investigation
Presenting of the noise measurement data and
conditions
Identification of the limit values and comparison
with the reference law.
Calibration certificates of sound level meters and
calibrators.
For measurement staff;
Certificate on Environmental Noise Training (A1-A2
and B1-B2))
For measurement laboratory;
Qualification Certificate (including the regarding
internatonal noise measurement standards)
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SOURCE–
(Determination of sound power level - ISO 3744 - 3746 standards)
TARGET
Determination of the sound power level by
comparison with regulatory limits or for use in
forecast evaluations
SCOPE OF

For machinery of various kinds.
The technical standards considered (ISO 3744/3746)
are both based on sound pressure measurements at
the most points around the machine placed over a
reflecting floor.
The difference between the standard ISO 3744 and
3746 is in the number of measurement points (higher
in the ISO 3744 –minimum 9 points and in ISO 3746;
minimum 4 points) and in the acceptability criteria
(more stringent in the ISO 3744). If the criteria
established by ISO 3744 are complied with, the
degree of precision in determining the sound power
level is greater.

MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

Sound level meter in class 1 (EN / IEC 61672,
acoustic calibrator in class 1 (EN 60942).
Calibration certificate of the instrumentation
(calibration required every 2 years)
Accessories: 1.5m and 5m stand, windproof hood for
outdoor measurements, microphone extension cable,
height 5m stand

INSTRUMENTS
SETTING

Analysis in 1/3 octave frequency band (20 - 20000
Hz) with acquisition of LZmin,FAST to verify the
presence of tonal components
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MAIN
REFERENCE
DESCRIPTORS

LAeq [dBA]
LZmin,FAST [dBA] (for a single band in 1/3 of an octave)
to verify the presence of tonal components
LAImax, LASmax, LAFmax to verify the presence of
impulsive components

CALIBRATION

Calibration of the measuring chain is required before
and after each measuring cycle
with the following acceptability criterion:
maximum difference between the calibrations
performed before and after equal to 0.5 dB

SCENARIO AND
MEASUREMENT
CONDITIONS
DEFINITION

Source placed on a reflecting floor, outdoor or indoor
environments.
No noise produced by other sources or by
extraordinary events.
Measurements with source switched on and off (to
determine background noise level).
Measurements of reverberation time [T 30 (s)] in the
case of indoor environments, or definition of the
reverberated energy of the environment (parameter
K2 technical standard series UNI EN ISO 3744)
through another procedure defined by the standard.
Definition of the scenario according to the indications
of the technical standard used (ISO 3744/3746)

ENVIRONMENT
CONFIGURATIO
N FOR
MEASURE

Setting of the most appropriate measurement surface
with reference to the size, shape and position of the
source. For further details see technical standard
ISO 3744/3746.

POSITION OF
THE
INSTRUMENT

Identification of the measurement points in order to
detect the sound pressure levels in any direction of
propagation. For further details see technical
standard ISO 3744/3746.
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PERIODS AND
TIME OF
MEASURE
LIMITS TO BE
RESPECTED

The measurement time is chosen in order to
represent the noise of the specific source and its
work cycle.
Specifications indicated by the Customer or defined
by specific legislation (e.g. see Legislative Decree
262/2002, the implementation decree of Directive
2000/14 / EC).

REPORT
ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS

Description of the measurement scenario and
context, description of the measurement procedure
adopted, identification of the reference limits. For
further details see technical standard ISO 3744/3746.

TECHNICIANS
QUALIFICATION
S

-

Note: The detail information on environmental noise measurements is
given from the documents in references.
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TURKEY-REFERENCES IN PRACTICAL GUIDE ON NOISE
MEASUREMENTS
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işlemleri
3.
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5.
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6.
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çevredeki ses basınç seviyelerinin değerlendirilmesi için ses güç
seviyelerinin tayini-mühendislik metodu
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